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Material mlgratlon during hJgh pressure metamorphism 
General Introduction 
The compositional differentlallon will accompany the 
chemical processes. 
Metamorphic processes have a reputation for bcJitg 
exceedingly slow and complicated. Thus the mechanism or material 
migration during metamorphism ls also complex. lt. is often not. 
clear what mechanism of material mlgration affect.cd the chemistry 
and mineralogy of metamorphic rocks. I intend to examine the 
rna t.er ial mlgra t.l on during high pressure me t.amorph Ism using bu I k 
rock compositions. 
In part. I of t.hls thesis, I have at.t.cmpt.cd to decipher· 
whether a substantial amount. of' nratcr·lals mlt;t'HLed dur·tng- Lit<' 
Sanbagawa high pressure metamorphism, using t.he bull{ compos! tlons 
of pelitic schlst.s. The present. dat.a are capable of undcrst.anding 
the geochemical na Lure of the Sanbagawa peli t.ic schist.. Since 
variations ln cheml cal compos! tion of metamorphic r·ocks result 
malnly from those of original rocks, lt is difficuJ l to make 
c 1 ear the composl t.J onal changes caused by me lamorph J sm. However, 
t.he present. dat.a combined with available petrographical dat.a 
should yield some important. inforrnat.ion on detect.lng mat.crial 
migration during t.he Sanbagawa melamorphism. The present. data 
also allow us t.o examine the compositional dependccc on phase 
equJlibria. The importance of bulk rock chemJst.ry in phase 
petrology lies on the following point: 
Mineral assemblages of metamorphic rocks depend on pressure 
and temperat.ure which they had under·gone and also on t.he 




belt, mineral assemblages change across mineral zones. lp to 
recent. metamorphic petrologists used phase equll lbria 
independent of or lnsensitlve with bull< chemical cornposi Lions 
when t.hey est.Jmatcd pressure and temperature of metamor·ph ism. 
They went ahead wit.h their work on deducing pressure and 
tcmperat.ure trajectory of the metamorphism using the chemical 
trend of zoned minerals such as garnet in pelitlc schist.s (e.g., 
Banno et al .. 1986) and amphibole in hematite-bearing basic 
schists (Otsukl and Uanno, 1990). llowever, such an approach 
requires that the effective chemical environment js known at 
every stage of crystal growth or rcsorp Lion. Unless the t·ocl<s in 
qucsUon are lsochcmical, or the mode or a particular· mineraJ in 
question is smal I, the comparJson or zonal structure yields 
11 t.tle lnformatlon on quantifying pressure and tcmpcnltllrc 
trajectory. 
Large amounLs of H20 and co2 arc released when scdiment.ary 
rocks are metamorphosed. Thus metamorphic petrologists !rave 
assumed and believed that a free fluJd is always present during 
at least prograde metamorphism . The fluid flows upward because of 
its low density. The amount of fluids present aL ccrt.nirr time Is 
too small to hydrate a rock. Thus, the fluid-saturated conditions 
are not always aLtalned during retrograde or hydration processes. 
In part 2 of thls thesis I and my co-worker, Professor Shohei 
Oanno, examined the hydration of pre-Sanbagawa grar1ul llc facies 
rocks to garnet-epidote amphiboll te under the cond i tJ ons of the 
Sanbagawa metamorphism. To understand the conditions and 
mechanism of the hydration, we developed calcu!atior1s using an 
infiltration metasomatic model. 1 contributed to lllc experiments 
v 
r 
and calculations. The sampling, discussion and writing were our 
collaboration. 
Water drastically lowers the solidus tempera Lu r·c or 
perJdotlte. Tn particular, the origin of subduction zone magmas 
has been related to the introduction of water generated by the 
breakdown of hydrous minerals in subducted lithosphere (e.g., 
Fyfe and McBirney, 1975). Tatsumi (1986, 1989) emphasized that 
water released from pargasltlc amphibole and phlogopite in 
peridotite plays an essential role in producing magmas at the 
volcanic front and at the back arc side of a volcanic arc, 
respectively. In part 3 of this thesis I and my co-worker, Dr. 
Yosltiyuki Tatsumi, obtained the stability of chlorite in the 
upper mantle using thermodynamic calculations to understand the 
role of chlorite in subduction zone magmatism. I contributed to 
the calculations. The idea of the origin of subducLion :~;one 
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Abs trac t 
Based on about 200 analyses of t he Sanbagawa pelitic 
s c hJ sts, the geochemistr y and LheJ r effect on the metamorp hi c 
paragenesis have been examined. Ti02 , At 2o3 . Fe203 and MgO arc 
negatively correlated with Si02 , wh LLc MnO, CaO , Na20 and K20 a nd 
t he trace cleme n ts are poo r ly co r re l ated wit h S i 0 2 . The !.!!.G:-va lu 0., 
t h c I< 1 13 a a nd K I H b r a L i o s a r e cons La 11 L o v c r d i f r c r· e 11 L m i 11 c r· a I 
zones wi t hout a f ew except i onal sampl es . The exce p t i o na l samp l es 
occur I 11 L he o I I go c I as c- b J o L1 L e z o 11 e I 11 L he 13 e s s h I - L r· a v c r s c a 11 d 
as pe l i t l c schi st clasts fr om th e Kuma Gr o up . They a t·c hi ghe r in 
cao , Sr a nd t he !!![-value , a nd are mo r e scatte r ed i n KIRb r a ti o 
t han t he ot hers . 
Tak i ng i n to account compositional depe ndence , i n pa r·ticul a r· 
t he !_!!K- val ue, on t he c hemical trend of zone d garnet fo r t he 
AsemJ - t r averse , 1 conc luded t hat t he garne t zone sc h ists 
experienced h lghc r pressure and J owe r t empe r a tur e t ha n t he 
alblte-b Jot i te a nd ol igoclase-bio tit e zone sch ists at t he o nset 
o f t he garnel fo rmat ion. The dif f erence in pressur e a nd 
temp ~ r a tur e a t the onset of the garne t f o rmation i s large r than 
• t hat p r ev l o us l y e nvisage d by Banno e t a l. ( 1986 ) . The d if f e r e nee 
l n t he c hc mlca l t r e nd of zone d garne t ln th e oligoc J asc-bio ti tc 
I I L be t ween o f the Asemi -t rave r sc a nd o r l hc Bcsshi - Lr ave r· se SC I S S 
ca n nol t e l I t he d iffe r e nc e in pressur e and Lemp e ralur 0. . 
Th e bulk r ock composi ti o ns a r c i uscus ltl ve t o detect 
mate rial mi g r a ti o n during t he Sanbaga wa hi g h pressur e 
melamo r ph ism because o f t he ir large d ive r slly . Howeve r do l omite -
bearing pelitic a nd basic sch ists r eco r d a n incre a se i n Xc~ 
dur i ng the Sanb agawa metamorphism a s Enarnl a nd lligas hln o (1988) 
2 
stated. The increase i n Xcq2\ can be caused by an oxidation 
r eact i on of graphi Le to rc lease C02 . The reaction j s t r· i ggcrcd 
not by the introduction of f luid with high fq~ but by the mixing 
of graphite-beari ng pelitic schists and basic schists wit h hJgh 
r9~ mi ne r als such as hematite , magnetite a nd Fe 3 +- rich epidote. 
The dolomi te-bea r i ng sch is t s arc hyb r ids from peJitic and basie 
sch ists . The hybr i d l zatlon Look place under t he Sanbagawa peak 
me t a morphi c cond i ti o ns , a nd may be r elated t o t h e fo rmat io n or 
t ec t on ic melange zones . Thu s th e bu l k compos iti o ns o r do l omi te 




Metamorphism ls caused by the c hanges of pressure, 
Lcmpcratu r e and chemistry of rocks and coexist ing fluids. Most 
mcLamorph ic pcLrologlsts have aLLcmpied to esLimaLc pressure and 
Lemperatu r e of mcLamorphism selccLing reactions presumably 
independen t of c hemi cal composlLions of rocks a nd fluids. Thus 
t hey have lefL aside the chemical effect , assuming, often witho u L 
reason, the isochcrnlsLry of r ocks Lhroughout a mcLamo rphic area. 
RcccnLly, lL has been mad e clear· LhaL Lhc analy s i s o f" Lite 
c hemical trend of a zoned mineral y i e ld s muc h jr1formaLion on 
undcrsLandlng prcssur·e and tcmpcraLurc LrajecLor·y o f" r·ocks . This 
is based on t he facts that the c hemi cal trend of a zoned min e ral 
e r ysLa lllzcd by a ncL transfer rcaclion completely pr· csc rvcs LlH' 
Jn sLantaneous c hanges of pressure and temperaLurc. This is 
regarded as Lhc meLamorphl c fraclionul c r ysLaJ J l zaLion (Spea r·, 
1988). The neL transfer r eaction strongly depends on Lh0 
c hemist ry of mi nerals and r ocks , a nd on pressure and Lcmpcra Lur·c 
of metamorphism as Spear (1988) sLa Le d . rurther, such reactions 
are pet rographically conspicuous because they lead Lo s ignificanL 
variations in moda l abundances. Therefore, it is dangerous to 
apply such procedure to rocks withouL examining e ff ecLs of bulk 
and fluid compos iLlons on their phase equilibria. 
Pelitic schl sLs are the mo sL domlnanL rock -Ly pc in Lhc 
Sanbagawa metamorphic belt. Some auLhors (Banno, 1961: llanno, 
1 964: Ernst et al. , 1970; Kura La and Uanno, 197 4) ha vc r c por Led 
bulk composiLions of the Sanbagawa schists. The data arc 
insufficient for geochemical di scussion both ln qualiLy and in 
quantity yet. Moreover, pressure and temperature Lraj ecto ry of 
4 
the Sanbagawa pell Lie schists dcduec<l by Ban no et. a I. (I H8G) 
s hou I d be regarded Lcmpora r y as Lhcy Ignored the <l<'P<'tl<lcnee or 
bulk r oek composlllons 0 11 Lhc c h<' ml ea l Lrcnd of 7.0n<'d gar·ncL. 
Th e purpose of Lltls paper ls Lo und crsLand Lhe geoehcmisLry 
of the Sanbagawa pcllllc schisLs, based o n new ana lysis . l 11 Lcnd 
Lo examine Lhe c ff ccL of the bu lk composlllons on Lh0 1110Lamorphle 
paragenesis. ln parLicuJar, the e ff ccLs of MnO and CaO LhaL we 
us ually disregarded in analyzing Lhc parage nesis of the Sanbagawa 
peJ iUc schists arc discussed. 1 also aLLempt to decipher· whether 
a s ubstantial amount of mate rial migraLed during the Sanbagawa 
hl gh pressure mcLamorphlc belt. Al>l>rcviallons of mln c r·al na mes in 
Lhc LcxL and fJgurcs are, unless oLhcrwi sc sLa Lcd, after l<reLz 
(]983). 
5 
Outline of gcoJogy 
The Sanbagawa metamorphic be l L Is a hlgh pressure 
intermediate type rne tamorphlc belL ( Miyash lro, J 961 ) . I L ex Lends 
from eastern Kyushu through Shikoku Island Lo the KanLo Mou n tai ns 
for a distance of about 800 km and a width less than ~30 krn as 
FJg. 1 shows. 
Figure 2 Js a geological map of the Sanbagawa metamorphic 
belt i n central Sh ikoku after ll lgashlno (1990a). This region is 
I LLhologlcally dlv Jd cd into four formations ln ascend in g order ; 
Lhc Kawaguchi, Kobokc, Mlnawa a nd Ojoin Formations (Kojima cL 
aJ . , 1956; Il l d e e L al. , 1956; Kcm~an Research Group , 1 984) . 
1\lLhough the geological structure of the Sanbagawa belL ca nnot be 
described by Lhe s up c rposi Llo11 of t hese f o rrnaU o ns , t hey arc 
convenient to describe the lithology o f the belt. 
The Sanbagawa metamorpltlc rocks in this a r ea a r c composed 
mainly of peliti c and basic sclt lsLs, but also contain some 
psammitic a nd siliceous schists, and a rare calcareous schist. 
Mappable t o hand specime n sizes of metagabb r o , peridotite, 
se rpentinit e and actinolite r ocks occur as exotic rocks , 
particularly in t he upper Member of t he Minawa Forma U on a nd in 
t he lower part of Lhe Ojoin Formation (Kun ugiza ct al., 1986; 
ll lgashino , 1990a, b). 
Metamorphic zonation 
The paragcncscs of pelltlc a nd bas i c schists have defined 
me tamorphl c zones of the Sunbagawa belt in ccn tr·a I Sh i l<oku (c. g. , 
Uanno and Sakal, 1989) . Garnet , b l o Llt c a nd ol igoc l ase appear-














100 200 krn 
F.lgure 1. Distr lbu Llon map of the Sanbagawa rnetamorp h I c r ock. 
7 
metamorphism (lligashlno, 1990a, b). lie mapped ln detai I a wide 
area of central Shikoku using the f 1 rs L appea r-anee of these three 
minerals . Flgure 3A Is his new mineral zone map of the same area 
as ln Fig. 2. Otsuk1 and Banno (1990) have dlscussed the 




Figure 30 shows the sample locaJ i Lies of peli U c se ll is Ls to 
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Mlshlma area, the Dozan-river , the Urayama-river . th<' SanJLa -
r e ('j 
~ 
rlver, the N;unc-river- , the Tachikawa-river- and the Ascmi - river· 
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Kokuryo - river, the lllura-valley and the Tokonabe-valJey. 
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away by the Middle Eocene. /\11 the analyzed samples co11Lain 
quartz, albite (or oligoclase), muscovite and graphite. 
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AnaJytl cal procedures 
l analyzed maj o r elements a nd 9 trace el cmcnts (l?b. Sr· . Y. 
Zr , Nb, Ba, Th , Pb and Nl) o n about 200 pelitic schi s t s by X-nty 
fluorescence spect rometers (IUgaku model Simul t I x 35:30 l'o 1· major· 
elemen Ls and H lgaku mode l 3370 for t race elemc n t s). For· major 
[[[!] ~ []] ~ D El IT] ·~~ f+ element analysis, I prepared fu se d glasses mad e from the nlixlur-c' 










1;::::::: :I C h I o r i t e z o n e 
~ Garnet zone 
§ Albite-biotite zone 











Figure 3A . Metamorphic zonal map of the Sanbagawa metamorph ic 
belt in central Shikoku (after Higashino, 1990a and b ) . 
) 
0 5 km 
I ' I I ' ' 
Figure 38 . Locali~ies of analyzed samples from the Asemi-traverse 
(open circle) and from the Besshi-traverse (closed circle ) . 
(Ll2B407 ), and prepared pressed powder pellets for trace elemenL 
analysis. Goto and Tatsumi (1991, 1992) reporLed sample 
preparations and analytical deLaJ Is. 1 also measured the loss on 
lgnl Lion of s<fmples gravJmetrlcally. 
Table 1 llsLs the analyLlcal errors (relaLlve er r·or; %), and 
the compositional ranges of Lhe sLandards for Lh e major and Lrace 
eJ emen L analyses. I prepared J 0 fused glasses for eaeh of 2 
peLJLlc schlsLs, CS82102709 and CS82 10290J, and analyzed Lhem. 
Their averages and standard devlaLlons represenL Lite 
reproduciblllLy of the ma jor element analyses of Ll1ls study 
(Table 2). The counting errors of Lhe trace elements except Ua 
are less than 1 %and that of Ba l ess than 2 %. Table ~3 1 isLs 
major and trace compositions of pelitic schists. When a 
concentration is ouL of the composlLlonal range of Lhe sLandards, 
we cannot evaluaLe the analytical er r or rigorousJy . ln TabJe 3 an 
asterisk ( • ) and double asterisks ( ••) show the daLa lower than a 
mlnlmum concentraLlon of the standards and those higher than a 
maximum one , respectively. 
12 
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Table 1. Compos I Llonal ranges of 
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*: The calibration I i ne for 13a is 
applicable to samples with Ba upLo 
1000 ppm. 
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Table 2. Replicate analyses 
Sample No. CS82102709 
Av. 1slgma 
SI02 70.61 0.19 
TI02 0.52 0.00 
Al203 14.71 0.04 
re203 4 . 31 0 . 01 
MnO 0.18 0.00 
MgO 1.65 0.03 
cao 0.51 0.01 
Na20 2.25 0.06 
K20 3.05 0.02 
P205 0.10 0.00 
Total 97.91 0.26 
14 
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1. Geochemistry of the Sanbagawa pclltlc schlsts 
Table 4 lists the avcr·agc, standard dcvlallon, and maximum 
and mlnlmum of the analyses of the pcllllc schlsls rrom each 
mineral zone in the /\semi-traverse, those in the Bessltl - Lraversc, 
and those of the pelitic schist clasts. Tables 3 and 4 tabulate 
total iron as re 2o 3 . Although the oxidation state of iron in the 
pelitic schists was not figured out, the majority of Fe was reo 
in the graphite-bearing pelitic schist. As I analyzed or1Ly 
graphl te-bear ing pelitic schists, the total iron wLll be Lrea Led 
as FeO in this paper. The analyses are plotted on Si02 -variatjon 
diagrams (Fig . 4A, chlorite zone; 4B. garnet zone; 4C, alblle-
bioti te zone; and 4D, oligoclase-bloti te zone and pell tj c schls L 
clasts) to view geochemistry of the Sanbagawa pelitic schists. 
The Ti02 . Al 2o3 , Fe 2o3 and MgO are negatively correlated 
with Sia2 . while the MnO, CaO, Na2o and K20 and the trace 
elements are poorly correlated with Sio2 (Fig. 4). ln addition, 
the !!!_[-value (Fig. 5), the molar MgO/(f'eO + MgO), the 1\/Ua (rJg. 
6) and K/Rb (Fig. 7) weight ratios of the pelitic schists are 
constant without a few exceptional samples. Varia tJ ons In the 
bulk composition of the pelitic schists are small among some 
mineral zones and traverses (Table 4 and Fig. 4): 
- Si02 of the chlorite zone in the /\semi-traverse, whose average 
is 67.42 wt. %, is lower than that in the Besshl-travcrse, 70.44 
wt. %, although they overlap each other (f'lg. 4A). So, the 
averages of Ti02 , Al 2o3 , Fe2o3 . MnO, MgO and loss on ignition or 
the former are higher than those of the latter (Table 4). 
- A slightly low Sio2 is characteristic of the oligoclase-biotite 
15 
Table 3/\. Chemical compositions of pelitic schi sts from the /\semi-
traverse. 
Sample CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8:l05 CS8:l05 CS8:l05 CS8305 CSR405 
No. 0605 0706 0703 1701 1801 2002 0705 2505 
J.oc. i\scml Ascml Aseml /\semi /\semi As<'mi /\semi Tachi 
~11 neral 
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~1n-ratJo; percent molar ~lnO/(FeO + MnO + ~lgO) 
1</Rb and l</13a; weight ratios 
64.38 
0.63 
16 . 20 
6.91 
0.28 
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0.66 J .32 
2.41 1.81 
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2. I <I 


















































































Table 3A. (contlnued) 
Mn-ratio 1.71 1.19 
K/Rb 219 197 





































































































































Grt - Z 
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8 . 7 
28.0• 
0.451 
2 . 35 
205 
55.1 
CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 


































































































































































































































Sample CS8310 CS8310 CS8310 CS8310 CS8310 CS83JO CS8405 CS8405 
No. 2703 2706 2802 2905 3002 3004 2504 3001 
Loc. Aseml Aseml Aseml Asemi Asemi Aseml Asemi Saruta 





























































































2 . 12 
3 . 36 
0.13 
2.50 
Grl - Z 
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2.36 
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10. 5 
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I I ~l 
9.5 
427 
I :~ . I 
12.5 
UJ . 2• 
0.358 
2 . 87 
201 
Table 3A. (continued) Table 3A. (continued) K/Ba 56.5 39.4 45.7 49.7 60.3 57.1 60.3 43.2 LOl 2.02 3 .43 2.81 1.07 1. 27 1. 35 1.37 1.15 
Sample CS8405 CS8405 CS8405 CS8406 CS8406 CS8406 '1'117611 TJI76ll Total 98.93 100.59 99.61 99.68 99.71 99.82 99.96 99 .99 
No. 3003 3007 3013 0102 0206 0301 0415 0413 Hb 125 165 145 130 98.2 85 . 3 112 88.5 Loc . Saruta Saruta Saruta Saruta Saruta Aseml M I shlma ~llshlrna Sr 102 51.7 49.5 93.0 142 121 73.0 118 ~1ineral y 23.1 5.0• 7.0• 22.3 17.4 16.4 19.3 17.6 
zone Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt- Z Zr 140 135 127 147 l3:l 156 1:39 132 
Nb 9.8 10.8 10.7 7.6 7.5 7.5 ~). 5 7.1 SJ02 72.62 69.66 68.78 72.79 73.96 63.76 65.79 70 .89 Ba 470 639 570 691 436 394 471 393 Tl02 0.51 0 . 52 0.54 0.39 0.43 0.70 0.61 0 .59 Th 13.1 15.9 14.5 13.0 9.6 9.5 11.2 10.7 A1203 13.07 14.52 15.99 14.64 13.61 18.18 17.44 14 .96 Pb 21.6 14.3 19 .3 18.8 14.2 12.9 Jl.O 12.7 Fe203 4.34 3.99 4.38 2.45 3.77 5.77 4 . 73 3 .10 Ni 15.5• 0.0• 7.0• 6.4• 10.9• 12. 1• 24 .4• 7.5• ~lnO 0.22 0.06 0.18 0.03 0.12 0.20 0.08 0.05 
~lgO 1.54 1.63 1.62 0.84 1.42 2.13 1. 58 1.35 !!!_g- value 0.414 0.475 0.448 0.429 0.430 0.413 0.405 () .41] CaO 0.60 0.92 1. 06 ] . 34 0.33• 0.29• 0.20• 1. 06 ~ln -ratlo 1. 75 0.44 1.41 1.48 0.85 1.14 2.24 1.18 Na20 2.03 3.88 2.47 2.92 2.15 2.45 2.58 0.85 K/Rb 216 211 207 213 205 203 194 199 K20 2.63 1. 94 3.49 3.29 2.81 3.87 3.91 4.26 K/1.3a 57.2 54.4 52.7 40.2 46.1 44.1 46 . 0 44.7 P205 0.09• 0 . ]2 0.11 0.08• 0.09• 0.13 0.16 0.07• 
LOI 1. 73 1.50 1. 70 1.60 1.80 2.91 2. 71 2.38 
Sample TJI7l07 TJI7107 Tll7107 Tll7108 Tll7108 STL7211 CS8210 CS82JO Total 99.38 98.74 100.32 100.37 100.49 100.39 99.79 99 . 56 No. 2702 2714 2721 1001 0201 3005 2801 2802 
Loc. A semi A send A semi Ascmi A semi Aseml A semi A semi Hb 106 71.9 132 114 118 152 L50 161 ~1 i neral Sr 94.7 J86 155 292 72.3 80 .6 68 . !> 177 zone Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt- Z Grt-7. Grt-Z Grt-Z Abt -Z Abt-Z y 16.9 16.3 25.5 2L.O 20.7 24.9 24.4 20.0 
Zr JlO 151 153 166 123 170 165 128 Si02 74.32 67.28 69.81 73 . 73 71. 10 77.48 70.64 70.60 Nb 8 .9 7.6 10.6 7.8 8 . 4 12.0 9.5 10.6 Ti02 0.40 0.60 0.59 0.49 0.50 0.31 0.43 0.50 Ba 410 369 571 559 434 641 667 778 Al203 13.60 16.02 14.82 13.] 6 15.01 12 .01 15.35 14.52 Th 11.2 8.3 16 .5 11.0 12 . 1 15.4 17.2 12.6 Fe203 2.84 5.06 4.39 3.87 3.61 J.99 3.96 4.26 Pb 19. 7 22.8 11.4 21.2 20.7 15.7 17.1 14.3 ~lnO 0.06 0.19 0.07 0.12 0.09 0.06 o. 10 0.12 Nl 10.2• 6.3• 2.9• 1.2• 12.6• 24.0• 4.2• 3.4• ~lgO 1.11 1. 94 1. 77 1. 51 1.41 0 .63 1. 33 1. 64 
CaO 0.51 0.54 0.40• 0.64 0.40• 0.72 0.49 J. 00 !!!fi-valuc 0 . 413 0.447 0.423 0.404 0.427 0 . 422 0.398 0.463 Na20 3.16 2.01 2.55 2.24 2.74 3.28 2.87 2.64 ~ln-ra Lio 3.24 0.93 2. 60 0.81 2.01 2.20 I .13 0.97 K20 2.57 3.53 2. 90 2.67 2.83 2.24 :3.03 2.84 1</Rb 205 224 220 240 198 2ll 216 220 P205 0.08• 0.10• 0.09• 0.09• 0.09• 0.06• 0.09• 0 . 11 1</Ba 53.2 43.7 50.7 48.8 53.7 50.1 48.7 45.5 LOI 1.46 2.20 2. 34 1. 68 1.68 1. 23 2.00 J. 86 
Sample Tll76ll TII76U Tll7611 Tll721 1 '1'117211 TII721J '1'117108 '1'117108 Total 100.11 99.47 99.73 100 .20 99.46 100.01 100.29 100.09 
No. 0404 0417 0420 2936 3026 30J4 1004 1005 Rb 104 144 118 112 123 n.a. 134 121 Loc. mshlma Nl s hlma mshlma Ascml A semi A semi A sem i Aseml Sr 109 112 77.0 109 97.1 n.a. !OJ 129 ~llneral y 18.4 22.0 20 .8 18.3 16.0 n.a. 23.5 17.2 
zone Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt -Z Grt-Z Zr 137 137 146 115 131 n.a. 129 125 
Nb 6.8 10.3 9.3 8.6 9.3 n.a. 9.9 8.2 Si02 68.39 70.26 68 . 51 74.64 70.65 72.89 72 . 21 74.01 Ba 426 579 461 448 437 n.a. 537 521 
'1'102 0.54 0.55 0.64 0.35 0.49 0.53 0.55 0.41 Th 10 . 3 14 . 1 13.2 11.8 12. J n.a. tG.7 11.9 A1203 14.78 16.18 15.31 14. 12 15.18 13.74 13.48 13 . 87 Pb 14 . 6 L9 . 2 12.6 20.1 22.8 n.a. 15 .6 27.8 Fe203 4.45 2.67 4.79 2.14 3.75 3.43 4.98 2.78 Nl 4.5• 11.1• 15.0* 7.0• ] t. 1• n.a. 10.9• 22 .2• ~lnO 0.12 0.02 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.17 0.05 
~lgO t. 59 1. 22 ] . 96 0.81 1.43 1. 22 1.71 0.98 !!!K-value 0.436 0.432 0.444 0.436 0.436 0.385 0.400 0.433 CaO 1.47 0 .10• 0.17• 0.42• 0.63 0.73 0 .72 0.59 ~In-ratio 1.32 2.35 0.99 1. 93 1. 56 2.04 1. 68 1. 77 Na20 2 . 22 1.88 1.60 2.67 3.74 3.69 2.06 3.96 1{/l~b 206 203 204 199 192 188 194 K20 3.24 4.19 3.62 3.34 2.42 2.09 2.61 2.12 l</13a 50.1 50.6 52 . 3 49.5 53 .7 46 . 8 45.2 P205 0.11 0.09• 0 . 09• 0.07• 0.10• 0.09• 0.10• 0 . 07• 
20 21 
TablC' 3A. (continued) 
Samp l e CS8210 CS8210 CS8210 CS8210 CS82l0 CS8210 CS82 10 CS8210 
No. 2805 2803 2807 2817 2809 2814 2901 2903 
Loc. 
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Sample CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8310 CS83 10 
No. 0901 0412 0802 0907 0909 1104 270 I 2702 
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Table 3/\. (continued) Table 3A. (continued) 
Sample CS8310 CS8310 CS8310 CS8310 CS8310 css:110 CS8:110 CS8:11 0 Rb 135 100 142 181 141 130 130 134 
No. 2705 2803 2804 2805 2806 2902 2904 :1104 Sr 125 137 109 134 155 122 149 II S 
Loc. Ascml Ascrnl Ascrnl Ascml Ascml Ascml Aseml i\S(!III j y 25.3 22.5 17.5 23.2 22.5 19.G 2(). 7** 21 . () 
~llnc ra 1 Zr 165 L33 150 L25 140 124 165 I :lG 
zone Abt-Z Abt - Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z i\bt-Z i\bt-Z i\bt - Z Nb J 1.1 8.1 10.2 10.1 9.3 9.5 11.8 9.8 
13a 445 445 663 916 564 560 523 52:3 
Si02 65.05 63.54 63.63 68.83 64.54 71.94 70.50 73.51 Th 15. 1 11.1 13.9 14.0 12.5 13.4 15.6 12.8 
TJ02 0.70 0.72 0.67 0.58 O.G5 0.51 0.54 0.43 Pb 19.7 15.5 17.8 21.4 18.8 LG.4 18.4 19.5 
Al203 16.00 17.11 17.22 14.52 16.93 13.76 14.29 11.57 Nl 22.7• 5.0• 6.2• 13 . 6• 14.0• 20.8• 2.6• 27.4• 
Fe203 5.72 6.02 5.46 5.22 5.04 4.80 4.25 4.36 
MnO 0.20 0. J 2 0. J 2 0.15 0.13 0.25 0. J 2 0. 15 ~-value 0.408 0.435 0.420 0 . 393 0.402 0.412 0.401 0.421 
MgO 2 .]4 2.03 2.00 1. 60 1.87 1. 87 1.59 I. GO ~1n-ratlo 3 .13 0.89 2.07 0.90 2.06 2.70 1.04 2 .42 
CaO 1.82 1.87 0. 7~l 1.62 1. 72 0.67 1. 59 I .4G K/Hb 192 225 216 225 207 202 21 1 204 
Na20 2.49 3.38 2.64 2.12 2. :3H 1. 38 I .81 I. 78 K/Ba 58.2 50.7 46.1 44.6 51.8 46.7 52.5 52.4 
3. ()~) 2.73 4. 11 2. 8:3 2.8G :3.0 I 2.(;4 . K20 3.4G . 
P205 0. 14 (). 13 0. 10• 0. 18 0. 13 0 . 12 0. I I 0. I !) 
LOl 2.44 1. 72 1. 95 1.89 2.31 1.44 1.4J J . 37 Sample '1'117108 Tll7108 TII7J08 TII7J08 '1'117108 1'117108 Tll7108 '1'117108 
No . J 111 1404 1405 1418 1108 1003 1002 I I 02 
Total 99.79 99 . 37 98.69 99.54 99.17 99 . 60 99.22 99.06 Loc. /\semi Asernl Aseml A semi Asenll /\semi Ascmi /\semi 
~liner a l 
Hb 123 lOG 128 117 133 124 115 I 15 zone Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z AbL - Z i\bL-Z 
Sr J60 214 177 172 204 9G.O L78 J I 2 
y 22.6 22.9 21.3 25.2 22.1 19.0 17.7 24.6 8102 71.79 72.] 0 70.19 G8.23 64.72 70 . 15 72.57 63.48 
Zr 165 162 157 146 164 119 147 104 Tj()2 0.48 0.49 0.53 0.58 0.69 0.53 0.48 0.72 
Nb 10.5 9.7 8.0 9.7 ]0.7 7.9 8.3 7.6 i\1203 14.37 14.20 15.52 15.47 16.00 15.16 13 . 70 1G.40 
Ba 481 498 963 504 517 408 450 :354 Pe203 3.48 3.33 3.79 4.73 5 . 67 4.14 4.25 7.96 
Th 14.4 13.8 14.3 12.0 13.7 11.9 11.5 9. I ~lnO 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.10 0.13 0.34 
Pb 21 . 8 20. I 15.0 17. 1 22.8 22.9 17.4 111.7 ~I gO 1. 39 1. 26 1.36 1. 68 2 . 34 1 . 40 ] . 61 2.65 
Nl 22.5• 18.9* J7 .4• 12.6• 14.2• 22. !)• 10.5• 12. I* CaO 0.43• 0.85 0.78 1.11 1.85 0. 61 0.51 I. 03 
Na20 2.99 5.15 3.34 2.06 2.59 3.24 1. GO 2.08 
!!!£:-Value 0.426 0.400 0.420 0.378 0.424 0 .4~!G 0.42() (). 4 21 1<20 2.79 1.42 2.80 3.43 2. 91 2.7G 3. ()~) 2.87 
~ln - ratio 2. 2J 1 . 3~1 1. 4J 1. 97 l.G5 :3. 20 1 . 79 2. 19 P205 0.07• 0. 1 O• 0.09• 0 . I I 0. J 2 0. I 5 0 . I I 0. I I 
K/Rb 208 214 267 201 2H> 1n 218 \!)1 LOI 1. 85 1. 08 1.92 2.07 2.32 1. 35 I. 96 2.36 
K/Ba 53.4 45.5 35.4 46.6 55.5 58.2 55.G G I . 8 
Total 99.70 100.07 100.43 99 . 59 99.37 99 . 59 100.01 JOO.OO 
Sample CS8405 CS8405 Tli761J Tll7611 Tll7l08 Tll7l08 '1'117108 '1'117108 Hb 118 62.4 112 132 lJJ JJl 127 113 
n No. 2401 2603 0401 0409 1408 1416 1107 Ill 0 Sr 143 129 155 234 186 127 81.5 121 Loc. Aseml Ascmi ~1lshlrna ~lish lma Ascml Aseml /\semi Ascmi y 16.1 20.5 22.4 21.2 20.9 20.4 24 . 2 25.0 
Mineral Zr 136 149 156 150 141 168 139 1:!3 
zone Abt-Z Abt-Z AbL-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt -Z AbL -Z AbL-Z Nb 8.0 8.2 8.3 8.4 9.3 8 .8 13.6 12.2 
Ba 441 252 436 733 507 497 484 455 
8102 69 . 11 72.54 67.94 69.23 70 . 66 69.22 71 . 90 68.55 Th 11.6 12.2 12.8 12.2 10 .6 13.2 13. I 12.9 
Tl02 0.59 0.43 0.58 0.50 0.56 0.59 () .45 0.57 Pb 25.1 21.0 23.0 18.1 16.9 21.3 14.4 II. I 
i\1203 15 . 35 l4. 02 16. 18 15.63 14.77 15.20 14.8:1 15.41 Ni 4.6• 15.9• 17.8• 11.4• 29.4• 18.5• 1G .1 * 24.4• 
Fe203 4.94 2.83 4.33 3. 77 4.47 5.00 3.20 4.99 
MnO 0.24 0.04 (). 14 0.05 0.14 0.21 0.05 0.19 ~-value 0.442 0.428 0.4]5 0.413 0.450 0.401 0.429 0. :!97 
~lgO 1. 72 1.10 l.58 1. 23 1. 52 1.77 1.08 J. 83 Mn-rallo l. 07 l. 71 J. 87 l.G5 L. 72 1. GO I . 93 2.82 
CaO 0.79 0.99 0.59 0.78 0.89 0.73 0.92 0.98 K/Rb 196 189 208 216 2l7 207 202 211 
Na20 2.16 3.03 2 .10 0.63 1.52 2.09 2.88 ]. 96 K/Ua 52.5 46.8 53.3 38.9 47.7 4G.1 53.0 52.4 
K20 3.12 2.72 3.68 4 . 92 3.52 3.15 3.31 3.30 
P205 0.12 0 . 08• 0.11 0.08• 0.11 0.09• 0.08• 0. l I 
LOI 1. 32 1. 57 1.85 2.40 1. 96 1. 85 1.32 2.16 
Total 99.46 99.35 99.08 99.22 100.12 99.90 100.02 100.05 
24 25 
Table 3/\. (conLinued) Table 3/\. (conLinucd) 
Sample 1'11 7108 '1'117108 1'117108 STL7504 CS8305 CS8305 CS8305 CS8:305 Rb 106 108 102 120 133 I 17 103 117 
No. 1103 II 04 1109 1908 0807 0908 1006 1401 Sr 193 215 191 128 108 208 288 1()4 
Loc. Ascml Ascml A scm! Urayama Ascml Ascm l Ascmi A sem i y 16.8 20.9 18.9 2:1.5 2~1. 3 2~1. 5 21. 8 21.7 
~11ncral : Zr 146 149 173 14 I 121 162 143 132 
zone Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Aht-Z Obt-Z Oht- Z Obt-Z Oht-Z Nb 8 . 6 9.5 9.6 9.8 8.6 9.8 I :L 7 c; . :1 
13a 375 404 375 420 414 531 479 4(i(i 
SI02 68.31 69.89 66.74 66.84 62.65 66.75 68.ao 71 . 14 Th 8 . 3 10. 7 11.3 12.0 13.7 14. 1 10.6 1:1.8 
'1'102 0.65 0.55 0.61 0.57 0.71 0.67 0.60 0 .49 Pb 16.3 19. 2 19.7 20.5 25.3 24.7 23.0 29. !) 
i\1203 15.99 14.63 16.16 16.32 16. 88 16.31 15.44 13.85 Nl 5.3• ll. 7• 7.7• 20.4• 16.1• 21.7• 13.0• 20. I* 
Fc203 4.55 4.43 5 . 90 4. 56 5.82 5.37 4.76 3 .49 
~lnO 0.09 0. 19 0.31 0.13 0.13 0.08 0. IG 0.06 !!_!K-value 0.420 0.404 0.425 0.4:30 0.461 0.407 0.386 0.401 
~lgO I. 59 I. 68 2.22 1. 51 2.96 1.85 I. 75 J. 25 ~In-ratio 1. 79 1. 51 2.48 2 .46 3.51 2.10 2.74 I. 84 
CaO 0.88 0.84 0.83 o. 24• 2:9o 0.95 J. 52 1. 69 K/Rb 205 214 212 196 213 216 220 l9:3 
Na20 2.86 0.88 2.02 2.69 2.58 2.42 2 .23 2 .84 K/Ba 57.7 56.9 57.6 56 .1 68 . 4 47.7 47.3 48.3 
1<20 3.19 4. J 2 3.38 3.27 3.02 2 . 90 2.96 2.73 
P205 (). 1 2 0.09• 0. 10• 0. J 1 0. 14 0. 14 0. 12 0.08• 
LOI l. 70 1.55 1.82 3.57 J • 85 2.63 1. 7:3 2.08 Sample '1'117108 
No. 1303 
Total 99.93 98.85 100.09 99.81 99.64 100.07 99.57 99.70 Loc . Aseml 
~11 neral 
Rb 125 156 J 34 n.a. 99.2 1 17 117 102 zone Obt-Z 
Sr 184 II G 98.9 n.a. 211 15:1 178 IG4 
y 22.3 20 . 5 17.7 n.a. 21.2 20 .3 21.5 19.3 SI02 70.78 
Zr 184 135 134 n.a. 151 159 145 134 1'102 0.50 
Nb 9 . 5 9.7 9.8 n.a. 10.0 9 .4 10.3 8 . 3 AJ203 14.37 
na 587 627 471 n. a. 577 421 464 431 Fe203 4.67 
Th 12.0 12.9 15 . 1 n.a. J 3. 3 12.5 12. 1 10. 5 ~lnO 0.18 
Pb 17.3 12.2 15 . 4 n.a. J 4. 1 19 . 2 20 .4 J 6 . 6 ~lgO 1. 78 
Nl 16.9• 23.1• 15.5• n.a. 49.9 U.O• 13.4• 9.8• CaO 0.92 
Na20 1.88 
!!_!K-va luc 0.409 0.429 0.427 0.396 0.502 0.406 0.421 0.415 1<20 2.92 
~ln-rat I o I . 30 2.68 3.28 1. 90 I. 24 0.99 2. 14 I. 12 P205 0.12 
1</Hb 212 219 209 253 205 210 223 LOl 1.26 
l</13a 45 . L 54.6 59.5 43.4 57.2 52.9 52 .6 
Total 99.38 
Sample CS8305 CS8310 CS8310 AG12- 1 '1'117108 '1'117108 '1'117108 '1'117108 Rb 126 
n No. 1402 2807 2903 1422 1311 1306 1315 Sr 149 J.oc. Aseml Aseml A semi Aseml A semi A semi Ascmi Ascmi y 16.9 
~1lncra I Zr 129 
zone Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Nb 7 . 8 
Ba 537 
SI02 73.78 68.64 70.70 69.42 70.69 63.85 64.47 67.74 Th 12 . 8 
1'102 0.47 0.58 0.54 0.58 0.49 0.68 0.59 0.57 Pb 22.4 
i\1203 13.00 t5.09 14.75 15. 21 14.80 16. 59 15 . 15 15.32 Nl 26.2• 
Fe203 3.58 4. 39 3.81 5 .10 4.00 5 . 5!) 4.9 1 5 .04 
~!nO 0. 1 () 0 . 10 0.15 0.20 0.24 0.18 0.20 0.14 !!_!K-value 0.430 
~1g0 l. 31 I .50 1.42 1. 94 I . 7:1 I. 94 I . 5G I. 70 ~1n - ra tio 2.41 
CaO 1.36 l.87 1.43 0.83 l. 13 1. 99 3.74 I . 19 K/Hb 192 
Na20 1. 98 2.7] 2.76 2 .16 l. 8 t 2.89 2.8:3 3.38 K/13a 45.1 
1\20 2.61 2.77 2.60 2.84 3.41 3.05 2.73 2.71 
P205 0.10• 0 .10• 0.09• 0.1] 0.09• 0. J 2 0.13 0.09• 
L01 J. 39 1. 63 1.01 2.0J 2.06 2.54 2.44 I. 61 
Total 99.68 99.38 99.26 100.40 100.45 99.42 98.75 99.49 
26 27 
Table 38. (continued) Table 313. Chemical compositions of pel It lc schslts from th<' Bcsshl- LOl 1.35 1.13 1. 95 1.66 1.83 1.37 2.53 1.87 traverse and of pel I tic schist clasts from the l<umn Formation. 
Sample Tll7705 Tl7604 1117805 1117805 Tl7604 1117805 1117805 Tl7604 Total 99.28 99. 18 99.40 99.88 98.80 99.18 9!). 23 99.64 
No. 2617 2516 2922 2909 2510 2917 2!10 I 2504 Hh 72.6 84. I 93.8 105 12!) 117 I I 0 I :15 Loc. II lura l<oku ryo II Lura II Lu r a l<okuryo II lura II lura l<olw ryo Sr 198 2~)0 50.9 32.3 49.5 147 107 22.0• ~11 ncral y 16.6 16.0 17.8 22.2 2:1.5 17.2 20.0 17.9 
zone ChJ-Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Chl -Z Chl -Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Zr 175 142 J 33 144 142 162 I :3 I 14:1 
Nb 6.3 6.0 8.9 8.3 10.2 7.9 9.3 8.6 Sl02 67.09 74.4 1 66. J 2 69.33 67.83 68.08 73.06 68.56 Da 350 454 375 475 480 497 429 48() Tl02 0.47 0.39 0 . 60 0.53 0.54 0.56 0.39 0.53 Th 8.9 8.2 11 . 6 12.2 12.7 11.4 10.3 13. 1 i\1203 16.79 13.35 17.25 15.00 13.92 16.14 13.32 14.66 Pb 16.0 15.5 16 . 3 28.8 18.6 18.6 25.8 21.2 Fe203 3.97 3.10 4.20 4.37 4.40 4.29 2.90 4.43 Nl 8.2• 1. 9• 10.4• 6.7• 20.9• 1.1• 50.0 6.2• ~I nO 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.05 0.11 
MgO 1.48 I. 02 l.36 1.42 1.48 1. 52 0.97 I. 58 ~-value 0.342 0.365 0 . 425 0.369 0.413 0.376 0.555 0.381 (). ]() • 0.32• 0.62 0.23• 0. 11 * I . ~~ I 0.97 ·' CFIO 0.68 ~In - ratio 1.44 I. 08 1.72 1.77 2.58 0.78 I .66 I. 15 Na20 3.07 3.09 3.32 2.51 0.60 3. 13 3.20 2.55 1</Hb 222 24:3 203 204 219 227 201) I!)() 1<20 3.90 2.37 3 .43 3.30 4.53 3.13 2.82 3.32 1</Ba 46.1 44.9 50.7 44.9 59.0 53.3 52. '1 54. I P205 0 . 10• 0.08• 0.11 0.09• 0.10• 0. 11 0.08• 0.11 
LOl 2 . 21 2. J 6 2.65 2.02 5.58 2.71 1. 90 2.80 
Sample Tll7604 Tll7705 '1'117504 Tll7504 '1'117705 '1'117604 Tll750tl '1'117504 Total 99.86 100.11 99.45 99.28 99.25 99.87 100.00 99.62 No. 2510 2614 2510 2515 2704 2504 2112 2136 
Loc. l<okuryo II Jura l<okuryo l<okuryo II iura l<okuryo Sci< i Sed< i Rb 148 97.9 136 133 160 131 I 0 l J 30 ~l lncral 
Sr 98.4 33.4 104 76.4 35 . 4 44.6 142 88.9 zone Chl-Z Chi -Z Grt-Z GrL-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z GrL-Z Grt-Z y 26 .0 22 . 9 20 . 3 25 . 5 25.7 18.9 18.5 22.6 
Zr 164 150 155 146 171 168 J 34 150 SI02 73.21 66.69 68.76 67.39 63.55 65.89 71 .G9 6G.31 Nb 8 . 8 8.5 11 . 2 10.5 10.1 10.8 G.5 9.2 
'1'102 0.40 0.59 0.56 0.61 0.69 0.63 0.35 0.64 
Ba 564 381 567 517 713 551 526 577 i\1203 13.86 15.98 15.17 15.11 17.60 16.86 15.49 JG.65 
Th 14. I 12.0 16.4 14. 1 13 . 2 11.7 8 .2 12.8 Fe203 3 .]8 5.01 5.16 5. I 6 5.89 5.11 2.47 4. ~10 
Pb 12.7 20.6 18.6 15.9 20 .4 lJ. 1 18.:3 21 .3 ~1110 0.07 0. 15 0.23 0.21 0.29 0 . 1 I 0.08 0.08 
Nl 9.6• 7.9• 8.0• 14 .6• 14.1• 9.6• 4.4• 16.0• ~1g0 1.08 1.81 1. 70 2.03 2. 12 J.85 I .01 I .66 
CaO 0.17• 0.65 0.50 I .30 0.62 0.53 0.44• I. 19 
~-value 0.425 0.:395 0.391 0 . 392 0.400 0.412 0.399 0.414 Na20 3.11 2.30 1.84 2.06 3.44 2.82 :3. !)8 2 . I G 
~ln - ra tlo 1.60 0.87 1.45 I. 39 0.61 1.:37 I. 15 1. Gl K20 2 . 57 3.36 3.37 3.24 3.08 3.26 2.G8 3.56 
1</Rb 218 201 209 206 235 J 98 2:12 213 P205 0.08• 0.12 0.12 0.12 0. II 0 . 13 0.()7• 0. 13 
K/13a 57.4 51.7 50.3 53.0 52.7 47.2 44.5 47.7 LOl 1. 79 2.79 2.90 2.17 2.58 2.76 I .4G 2.83 
Total 99.52 99.45 100 . 31 99.40 99.97 99.95 99.72 99.51 Sample Tll7604 '1'117604 1'11 7604 '1'117604 1'117604 Tll7604 1'117705 '1'117705 
No. 2529 2526 2515 2521 2507 2524 2701 2608 Rb 105 135 137 128 125 125 110 I :36 Loc. l<okuryo l<okuryo Kokuryo l<okuryo Kokuryo l<okuryo II iura II lura Sr 40.0 78.4 99.1 128 133 152 133 199 
~llneral y 18.9 22.9 26.2** 22.7 31. 6** 17.5 2G. 8** 28. 4** 
zone Chl-Z Ch1 -Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Chl-Z Zr 146 152 162 140 163 158 180 IG5 
Nb 8.7 I 0.4 10.8 9.7 12.4 9.6 10.2 10.6 
SI02 72.80 73. ao 70.82 74.21 67.88 73.34 69.07 72.05 na 437 545 513 479 468 481 502 ()02 
Ti02 0.46 0.:18 0.50 0. ~17 0.58 0.43 0.54 0.42 Th 11.0 J ~3. 2 13 . ] 13. I 15.8 13.0 IG.2 14.4 
i\1203 13.08 13.09 14.13 J 3.42 15.21 13 . 71 l3.29 14.22 Pb 12.3 17.3 19.7 21 .6 14.0 17. 1 30. I 19.7 
Fe203 3.05 2.62 4 . 43 3.15 4.98 2.69 4.75 3.60 Ni 7.2• 14 .8• 11.0• 26.9• 25.5• 6.2• 1. 8• 10.8• 
~lnO 0.06 0.04 0.12 0.08 0.20 0.03 0.16 0.06 
~1g0 0.80 0.76 1.65 0.93 1. 77 0.82 2.99 1.12 !!!K-value 0.402 0.417 0.395 0.438 0.416 0.418 0.448 0.433 
CaO J. 54 2.04 0.22• 0. 15• 0.46• 0.54 I. 23 0.20• ~ln - ratlo 1.46 1. 93 2.95 2.51 3.13 1. 39 1. 97 I. 17 
Na20 4.12 3.27 3.20 3.27 2.37 2.97 1. 85 2.85 K/Hb 203 20G 204 210 204 217 203 217 
K20 1. 94 2.46 2.29 2.57 3.41 3.19 2.71 3. J 7 K/Da 48.9 51.1 54.5 56.1 54.6 56.3 44.3 49.1 
P205 0.08• 0.09• 0.09• 0.07• 0.11 0.09• 0. 1 L 0.08• 
28 29 
Tabl<> 313. (continued) Table 38 . (continued) 
Sample 1'117504 Tll7504 1'117504 1'117504 1'117504 1'117504 1'117504 TJI7504 Rb 126 133 157 128 82.3 112 1 16 7G. I 
No. 2124 2132 2121 21l5 21:34 2128 2107 2212 Sr 72.5 102 77.2 81.3 116 90.9 113 II :1 
Loc. Sekl Sckl SekJ SckJ Sckl S0l<l Scki SC'I< i y 21.2 23.3 20.8 23.4 16.8 17 . 2 14.4 19.4 
~1 1 ne r a l Zr 145 156 131 143 147 144 194 12!) 
zone Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Grt-Z Nb 10.9 11.2 10.7 10.0 fL 7 9.2 12.0 7.R 
lla 483 511 632 453 28 1 489 463 32:l 
SI02 G9.42 ()9.65 72.5G GG.91 70.6:3 70. :3!1 71 . 0:1 ()(). 28 Th 13.5 15.9 13.0 14.0 12.0 12.7 12.4 10. !) 
'1'102 0.58 0.:31 0.37 0.58 0.50 0. 48 0.51 0.()4 Pb 15 . 0 22.4 12.6 26.8 15.0 24.4 40. 0** 12.:1 
A 120:1 14.47 17.07 14.65 ] 5. :34 14.98 1:3.()5 14.04 15.51 Nl 23 . 8• 24.7• 14.6• 10.6• 4.4• 13.6• 7.3• II. 0• 
Fe203 4.52 2.70 2.48 5.27 3.43 4.79 3.65 5.08 
~1n0 0.] 8 0.03 0.05 0.37 0.07 0.06 0.13 0.08 !!!..8:-valuc 0.427 0.435 0.414 0. 3!)5 0.412 0.384 0. 41:1 0.41G 
~1g0 l. 93 0.90 0.93 2.30 1.50 1. 66 1.35 2.02 ~In- ra tlo 2.45 2.92 1.65 1.86 2.95 1.36 l. 90 I. 12 
CaO 0. 5:3 0.05• 0.56 0.66 0.21• 0.94 0.53 0.58 K/Rb 206 209 210 215 205 210 203 22D 
Na20 ] . 24 3.54 3.45 1. J 3 2. 11 2.G5 2.43 I .40 K/Da 53.6 54.4 52.4 60.9 59.9 48.0 50.8 54.0 
K20 3.50 3.40 2.73 3.84 3 .47 2.21 2.89 4 . 25 
P205 0. 1 0• 0.05• 0.05• 0.11 0.1 O• 0. J 3 0. J O• 0. 13 
LOl 2.82 2.05 1. 64 2.40 2.49 2.20 2.16 2 . 64 Sample Tll7705 '1'117705 '1'117705 '1'117504 Tll7504 1'117504 1'117504 '1'117705 
No. 2716 2710 2717 2216 2221 2206 3020 2807 
Total 99.29 99.75 99.47 98.91 99.49 99.16 98.82 98 . 61 Loc. lliura II iura II lura Sekl Seki Seki Tokona. To lwna. 
~11 ncr a I 
Rb 144 136 llO 142 136 9l.5 11 8 144 zone Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z 
Sr 80.0 67.6 135 73 . 4 55.6 110 102 36.3 
y 18.4 36. 8** 22.6 22.8 19.8 21.8 19.1 19.9 Si02 71.56 68.13 64.81 67. 14 64.25 68.44 67.21 (}7. 14 
Zr 123 143 151 138 128 128 136 138 Tl02 0.43 0.53 0.65 0.70 0.62 0.56 0.60 0.56 
Nb 10.0 9.8 8.4 10.3 8 .8 7.8 9.1 10.0 Al203 13.90 14.35 16.68 15.99 16.38 14.93 15.05 15.99 
flH 538 564 445 685 505 396 432 547 Fe203 3.24 3.82 6.29 5.41 4.37 4.65 5.92 4.:18 
Th 13.8 15.0 12.8 13.9 13.5 9.9 12. 1 11.4 NnO 0.06 0.10 0.27 0. J 7 0.18 0. 15 0.31 0.05 
Pb 16.3 17.8 15.3 55. 8** 15.5 15.2 16.7 9.4 ~I gO 1.12 1. 75 2.37 1. 92 1. 75 1.62 2. 19 I. GO 
Nl 17.3• 10.9• 9.9• 25.6• 4.6• 13.6• 7.0• 17.9• CaO 1. 32 2.36 0.86 0.25• 2.22 1.13 0.85 3.47 
Na20 3 . 04 2.80 1.77 J. 07 2.59 1.84 2.08 0.47 
!!!..8:-valuc 0.458 0.398 0.426 0.464 0.464 0.407 0.42:1 0. 441 K20 2 . 73 2.81 3.44 3.93 3 . 37 3.39 2.GI :L G I 
~ln-ratlo 2.37 0.75 1.29 4.07 1. 22 0.83 2.26 0.98 P205 0 . 08• 0. J 2 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.12 0. II (). 16 
K/Rb 202 207 207 224 211 200 203 245 LOl 1.66 3.02 2.14 2.57 3.1J 1.81 2.29 I .88 
K/Ba 54.0 50.0 51.0 46.5 57.0 4G.4 55.5 G4.5 
Total 99.14 99.79 99.42 99.26 98.98 98.64 99.22 !) !J . :3 I 
Sample '1'117705 '1'118005 Tll7504 1'117504 '1'117504 '1'117504 Tll7504 '1'117705 Rb 98.8 l07 J42 157 J :15 1 :3 1 I I :1 I I !i 
No. 2708 2202 2410 2429 2415 2423 2414 2713 S r 110 174 j 18 85. !) 240 136 1 2~1 tit!() 
Loc. 111ura Kokuryo Kokuryo Kokuryo Kokuryo Kokuryo Kokuryo IIi u ra y 19.1 16.2 20.6 20.3 22.3 21.9 21.7 17.0 
~1lncral Zr 128 148 129 145 158 137 130 IGG 
zone Grt-Z Abt -Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt -Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Nb 8.4 7.6 9.7 13.7 12.0 9.2 9.9 7. I 
Ba 469 456 412 565 459 589 3:14 7!>1 
8102 68.02 68.82 70.03 67.35 72.83 1o.a8 71 . 82 73.72 Th 10.1 9.2 13.2 13.1 J I. J 12.4 l~L 2 JO.G 
'1'102 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.45 0.52 0.51 0.42 Ph 17.4 15.2 23.0 14.7 19.5 21 . ] 28.4 19.7 
Al 203 15.31 15.66 15.01 16.28 13.75 14.69 14.67 J 3.48 Nl 7.4• 10.6• 28.0• ll. 1 * 12.8• 15.6• 23.0• 2. !)• 
Fc203 5.13 4.66 4.72 5.03 3 . 71 4.52 3.40 2.89 
MnO 0.20 0.22 0.12 0.14 0 . 17 0.09 0. J 0 0.05 ~-value 0.406 0.476 0.427 0.413 0.442 0.408 0.423 0.420 
~1g0 l. 93 1.81 1.68 1.66 1. 31 1.42 1. 2l L. 04 ~1n-ratlo 1. 22 1.52 2.69 2.03 2.52 2.10 3.29 0.74 
CaO 0.62 0.46• 0.34• 0.31 • 0.40• 0.28• 0.46• 1. 04 K/Rb 229 219 20 L 208 207 215 192 2GO 
Na20 2.38 2.18 0.88 2.63 3.53 2.78 2.70 3.64 K/13a 48.4 51.1 69.4 57.7 60.9 47.8 64.8 :HJ. 9 
1<20 3 . 12 3.35 3 . 99 3.32 2.03 2.83 2.83 2. 10 
P205 0. J 2 0. J 0• 0. J 0• 0 . 14 0. I 0• 0. 11 O.ll 0.08• 
LOl 2.07 2.14 2.73 2.69 1.60 2.45 2.38 1. 21 
Total 99 . 49 99.96 100.17 100 .12 99.88 100.07 100.19 99.67 
30 31 
Table 3B. (continued) Table 38. (continued) 
Sample Tll7505 '1'117504 Tll7504 Tll7504 Tll8007 Tll8005 '1'118007 '1'118005 Rb 82.8 113 122 79.1 90.2 
No. 0120 2834 2807 2404 2303 2719 2307 2705 Sr 247 165 199 245 183 
l.oc. Tokona. Tokona. Tokona. Kokuryo II lura Sekj II iura Seki y 22.3 23.7 24.0 20.3 25.6 
Mineral Zr 155 146 173 123 186 
zone Abt-Z Abt-Z Abt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Obt-Z Nh 9.8 IO.G 10.7 7.G I ~1. 7 
Ba 587 44G 55!) 56l) :328 
SI02 72.39 ()5. 13 71.84 67.80 67.47 68.47 65. !)5 GG. 77 Th 11.7 12.0 12.7 !) • 3 17.7 
'1'102 0.49 0.63 0.39 0.56 0.66 0.75 0.60 0.72 Pb 19.1 14.3 10.7 15. 1 21.7 
!11203 13.83 16.63 13.45 15.99 1 G. I G 12.46 15 . 90 15.78 Nl 22.4• 48.2 67.7 70.5 27.5• 
Fc203 2.80 5.39 2.79 4.73 5.05 5.46 4.41 5.92 
~1n0 0.02 0.20 0 . 06 0.21 0.09 0. I 9 0. 13 0.22 !,!!K-value 0.466 0.501 0.544 0.558 0.412 
~lgQ 0.89 1.83 0.98 1.77 1. 78 2.54 2.24 2.37 ~1n- ratio 1. 08 l. t2 0.92 1.46 0.96 
CaO 0.59 0.83 1. 95 0.44• 1.16 3.75 3.81 2.39 K/Hb 295 226 243 2~H 189 
Na20 2.58 2.15 2.91 3.06 1. 83 1.36 I. 18 1 .48 K/Ba 41.6 57.4 52.9 32.1 51.9 
K20 3.13 3.75 2.78 3.00 3.22 2.28 3. 14 2 . 52 
P205 0.09• 0. 11 0.11 0. 10• 0.13 0. 16 (). 13 0. 14 
LOJ 2.11 2.29 1. 26 2.43 2.20 1.37 2.04 I .48 
Total 98.92 98.94 98.52 100.09 99.75 98.79 99.53 99.79 
Rb 110 149 106 114 115 83.6 103 78 . 6 
Sr 109 121 J 90 76.2 171 182 277 254 
y 15.1 23.5 19.2 21.1 22.9 20.7 19.3 22.8 
Zr 150 J53 150 152 164 119 153 142 
Nb 9.1 1 I .9 8.5 11.5 11.7 10.6 8.3 9.5 
Ba 426 514 450 419 468 371 606 475 
Th 9.8 15.2 11.2 12.8 14.3 9.6 11.2 1 I . 9 
Pb 12.1 17.9 12.3 22.5 16.0 14.4 18.0 17.8 
Nl 7.2• 9.9• 2.6• 15.1• 46.3• 23.2• 8.8• 22.9• 
!,!!K-value 0.386 0.402 0.410 0.426 0.411 0.480 0.502 0.442 
~In-ratio 4.91 2.44 1.41 2.79 1.17 2.00 t. 63 2.28 
K/Rb 237 210 218 218 233 226 253 266 
K/lla 60.9 60.5 51.3 59.4 57.2 51.0 43.0 44.0 
Sample Tll7504 '1'118005 KY118 KY K- 1 KY K-8 
No. 2505 27 12 996 r l.oc. Kokuryo Sckl Kuma Kuma Kuma 
~lineral 
zone Obt-Z Obt-Z 
S102 66.44 6:3.83 60.47 63.30 65.31 
Tl02 0.65 0.73 0.82 0.66 0.74 
Al203 16.01 15.61 17.77 13.97 16.87 
Fc203 4.98 5.94 6.11 5.36 5.49 
MnO 0 . 09 0. 12 O.JJ 0.16 0 . 08 
~1g0 2. 19 3.01 3.68 3.41 1. 94 
CaO 2.02 2.96 1. 73 4.97 1. 76 
Na20 1. 73 1.83 2.34 2 .87 4.00 
K20 2.94 3.08 3.56 2.20 2.05 
P205 0.13 0. 15 0.17 0.13 0.17 
LOI 1. 92 1.87 3.57 3.38 1. 94 
Total 99.10 99.13 100.33 100.41 100.35 
32 3:3 
Table 4/\ . (continued) 
~llneral i\bt-Z Obt - Z 
Table 4A. Average chemical composition of pel itlc schists in each zone 
mineral zone for the /\semi-traverse. N 54*3 1 :l 
i\v. 1sigma ~lax. Mjn. J\v. 1slgrna ~lax. ~1 i II • 
Mineral Chi-Z Grt-Z 
zone SJ02 69.04 2.85 74.67 63.48 68.38 3.24 n. 78 G2.GS 
N 18 52*1 '1'102 0.55 0. 10 0.72 0. J 8 0.57 0.08 0.71 0.47 
i\v. 1slgma ~lax. Min. i\v. Lslgma ~lax. Min. /\1203 15.17 l.06 17.22 11.57 15.14 1. 07 16.88 L3.00 
Fe203 4.58 1.08 7.96 1. 99 4.66 0.76 5.82 3.49 
S i02 67.42 :L 72 71.88 59.63 69.68 3.24 77.48 62.G:l ~lnO 0.15 0.08 0.40 0.04 0.15 0.05 0.24 O.OG 
Ti02 0.57 0. 10 0.76 0 . 45 0.54 0.10 0.75 0.30 ~1g0 ]. 66 0.42 2.65 0.58 1. 75 0.43 2.96 l. 25 
i\1203 15.70 1. 37 18.41 14.22 14.92 1. 26 18.18 1 2. 01 CaO 0.97 0.44 1. 97 0.19 1.66 0.84 3.74 o. 8:l 
Fe203 4.92 1 .28 7.80 :~. 04 4. :IG I . 07 6.75 I . !l!J Na20 2.38 0.86 5.15 0.60 2.50 0.47 3.38 1 . 81 
~1110 0.13 0.07 0.30 0 . 05 0. 16 0.09 0.35 0.02 1<20 3.11 0.54 4.92 1.42 2.87 0.22 3.41 2.60 
MgO 1. 77 0.48 2.96 0.95 l. 64 0.47 3.07 0. G:~ P205 0.11 0.02 0.19 0.06 0.11 0.02 0.14 0.08 
CaO 0.67 0.56 2.00 0.07 0.87 0.54 2.83 0. I 0 L01 1. 95 0.50 3.57 0.99 1.86 0.49 2.63 I . 01 
Na20 2.92 1. 03 5.52 1. 09 2.42 0.73 4.3() 0.85 
K20 2.82 0.71 4.09 1 . 61 2.99 0.54 4.2G I. 84 Total 99.66 0.44 100.43 98.46 99.63 0.46 100.45 98.75 
P205 0.11 0.02 0.16 0.08 0. 10 0.02 0. 1 G O.OG Rb 123 J 9. 4 181 62.4 113 10.4 133 99.2 
LO( 2.63 0.50 3.60 1. 61 2.10 0.59 3.43 1. 07 Sr 138 39.2 234 56.4 181 45.6 288 108 
y 21.8 4.3 40.3 12.8 20.7 2.3 23.5 16.8 
Total 99.66 0.38 100.47 99.01 99.78 0.51 101.03 98.74 Zr 142 16.3 184 104 145 14.3 17:3 121 
Nb 9.7 J.3 13.6 7.6 9.4 1.7 J 3. 7 6.3 
Rb 112 26.8 155 62.2 J 21 20.7 165 71 .0 Ba 491 125 963 252 453 63.5 577 375 
Sr 83.7 58.5 260 22.9 123 49.7 292 30.5 Th 13.2 2.4 25.0 9.1 12.0 1.7 14.1 8. :l 
y 20.1 8.6 50.3 9.3 20.4 4.3 32.5 5.0 Pb 18.7 4.4 29.0 9.8 20.9 4.2 29.9 14.1 
Zr 148 19.6 187 120 138 15.2 170 101 Ni 15.8 8.0 38.8 2.5 17.4 11.5 49.9 5 . 3 
Nb 9.6 1.3 12.4 6.7 9.4 ].2 12.0 G.8 
Ba 464 118 696 286 490 93.9 778 337 mg-va1uc 0.416 0.019 0.450 0.366 0.424 0.030 0.502 0.386 
Th 12.8 2.1 15.8 8.3 12.8 2.0 17.7 8.3 ~ln-ratio 2.03 0.73 4 . 46 0.89 2.03 0.72 3.51 O.!Hl 
Pb 20.0 5 . 5 34.1 10.8 17.6 5.3 37.7 8 . 7 K/Rb 210 13.1 267 188 212 15.7 253 192 
Ni 16.7 9 . 9 40.5 1.0 13.7*2 9.6 52.0 0.0 K/13a 53.3 6.9 71.6 35.4 53.2 6.8 68.4 43.4 
mg-value 0.415 0.027 0.446 0.338 0.425 0.025 0.475 0.340 *3 , The averaged number for the trace elements is 53 . 
Mn-ratio 1. 54 0.55 2.66 0.88 2.15 0.89 4.06 0.44 
K/Rb 208 8.4 221 194 206 9.7 240 192 
K/Ba 50.8 6.6 67.2 40.0 51.4 5.9 65.9 39.4 
*1, The averaged number for the trace elements is 51. 
*2, N=50 
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Table 4B. (continued) 
Table 413. Average chemical composjtlon or pelitic schists in each mneral Abt-Z Obt-Z 
mineral zone for the Besshl-traverse. zone 
N 18 7 
~line r a I Ch1-Z Grt - Z Av. lsi gma ~lax. Nln. Av. 1 sIgma ~lax. 'lin . 
zone• 
N 18 15 Sl02 69.06 2.90 73.72 64.25 66.68 1.52 68.47 G:L R:l 
Av. J sigma Nax. Nln. Av. ls1gma ~lax. ~lin. Ti02 0.54 0.08 0.70 0.39 0.67 0.07 0.75 0.5() 
Al203 15.04 1. 11 16.68 l:L45 15.42 ] . 32 16.16 12.4() 
S102 70.44 2.86 74.41 66.12 68.57 2.51 72.56 63.55 Fe203 4.33 1.06 6.29 2.79 5.21 0.58 5.94 4.41 
Ti02 0.48 0.08 0.60 0.37 0.54 0. 12 0.69 0.31 ~I nO 0.14 0.08 0.31 0.02 0.15 0.06 0.22 0. ()!) 
Al203 14.47 1. 31 17.25 13.08 15.46 1. 13 17.60 13.65 ~I gO l. 56 0.41 2.37 0.89 2.27 0.43 3.01 1. 77 
Fc203 3.84 0.80 5.01 2.62 4.34 1. 12 5.89 2.47 CaO 1.06 0.89 3.47 0.25 2.36 1. 27 3.81 0.4t1 
NnO 0.09 0.05 0.20 0.03 0.] 4 0. 10 0.37 0.03 Na20 2.31 0.86 3.64 0.47 1. 78 0 . 62 3.06 I. 18 
NgO 1 . 36 0.53 2.99 0.76 1 .66 0.44 2.30 0.90 1<20 3.11 0.56 3.99 2.03 2 .88 0.35 3.22 2 . 28 
CaO 0.64 0.56 2.04 0.10 0.62 0.32 I. 30 0.05 P205 0.11 0.02 0. I 6 0.08 0. 13 0.02 0. IG 0. I 0 
Na20 2.82 0.75 4.12 0.60 2.44 0.88 3.98 I. 13 LO f 2.19 0.55 3. 1 J t. 21 1. 90 0.38 2.43 I . :11 
1<20 3.03 0.63 4.53 1. 94 3.24 0.50 4.25 2.21 
P205 0.09 0.01 0.12 0.07 0.10 0.03 0. 1 :3 0.05 TotaJ 99.46 0.54 10() . 1!) 98.52 99.45 0.46 100.0!) !)8. 7!) 
LOI 2.24 0.97 5.58 1.13 2.:14 0.43 2.!)0 1.4G 
Rb 120 2:3. J 157 76. I 98.6 J 6.4 115 78.G 
TotaJ 99.50 0.34 100.11 98.80 99.46 0.46 100.31 98.61 Sr 141 84.9 440 77.2 196 69.1 277 7G.2 
y 19.G 2.!J 2:1.5 14.4 21 .8 I. 5 2:1.7 I !J. :1 
Rb 118 23. 1 160 72.6 I 27 14.9 144 9L.5 Zr 147 16.3 194 128 147 14.3 164 II !J 
Sr 91 .0 68.7 290 22.0 105 42.5 199 36.3 Nb 9.8 t.8 13.7 7. l 10.3 1.2 ll. 7 8. :l 
y 20.7 :l.2 26 . 0 16.0 23.7 5.4 3G.8 17 . 5 Ba 476 112 751 281 482 85.8 606 371 
Zr 150 13.2 175 131 147 IG.2 180 12a Th 12.2 1.8 15.9 9.2 11.9 1.4 14.3 9.6 
Nb 8.9 1.5 11.2 6.0 9.9 1.1 12.4 7 .8 Pb 19.7 7.2 40.0 12. 1 17.4 2.9 22.5 14. 3 
Ba 496 87.5 713 350 509 71.6 685 396 Nl 12.1 7.1 28.0 2.6 26.7 15.0 48.2 8.8 
Th 12.0 2. 1 16.4 8.2 13.4 I .G IG. 2 9.9 
J>b 18.3 4.5 28.8 11.1 20.0 I 0. !J 55.8 !J. 4 mg-value 0.416 0.021 0.476 0.384 0.461 0.036 0.502 0.411 
Nl 11.8 ]0.8 50.0 1.1 14.2 8.2 2G.9 1 .8 ~In-ratio 2.15 0.99 4.91 0.74 1. 32 0.66 2.79 1. 08 
1</Rb 215 15.5 260 192 245 27.6 295 21R 
mg-vaJuc 0.404 0.044 0.555 0.342 0.430 0.022 0.464 0.395 1</Ba 55.2 7.3 69.4 39.9 50.5 7.6 59.4 41. G 
~1n-ratlo 1.42 0.46 2.58 0.61 1.96 0.97 4.07 0.75 
1</Rb 213 13.8 243 196 211 II. 5 245 200 
K/Ba 50.6 4.2 59.0 44.5 52.9 5.2 64.5 44.3 
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Table 4C. Average chemlcal composition 
of pel I tic schlst clasts from the Kuma 
Formatlon. • 
N 3 
Av. 1 sigma Max. ~lln. 
Si02 63.03 2.43 65.31 60.47 
Ti02 0.74 0.08 0.82 0.66 
J\1203 16.20 1. 99 17.77 13.97 
Fe203 5.65 0.40 6.11 5.36 l() 
MnO 0.12 0.04 0.16 0.08 
MgO 3.01 0.94 ~3. 68 J. 94 
CaO 2.82 1.86 4.97 1. 73 
Na20 3.07 0.85 4.00 2.34 
K20 2 . 60 0.83 3.56 2.05 
P205 0.16 0.02 0. J 7 0. l ~3 
LOI 2.96 0.89 3.57 l. 94 
r Total 100.36 0.04 100.41 100.33 
Hb 97.0 22.0 122 79.1 
Sr 209 32.7 245 183 
y 23.3 2.7 25.6 20.3 
Zr 161 33.6 186 123 
Nb 10.7 3.1 13.7 7.6 
na 485 136 569 328 
Th 13.2 4.2 17.7 9.3 
Pb 15.8 5.5 21.7 10.7 
Ni 55.2 24.1 70.5 27.5 
mg-value 0.505 0.081 0.558 0.412 
Mn-ratio 1.11 0.30 1.46 0.92 
1</Rb 221 28.5 243 189 
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N 
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Asemi 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 
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N 10 Bess hi 10 Bess hi 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 
rn g- v a I u e 
figure 5. Frequency distribution diagrams of tile !!,!J£-value, molar 
MgO/(MgO +reo), of pelitic schists from the Asemi -Lraverse 
(upper) and t.he Bcsshi -traverse (lower) . i\: ·Ch lor l Le zone 
samples, 8: Garnet. zone santplcs, C: Albite-biotite zone samples, 
D: OlJgoclase-biot.lte zone samples and pelitic schist clasts (box 
with filled diamond). 
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N 10 10 Besshl Bess hi 
0 so 100 0 so 100 
1(/ B a ratio 
Figure 6. Frequency distribuLlon d iagrams of Lhe l</13a weight 
ratio of pc l Jtlc schJsts from Lhe /\semi -traverse (upper) and LhC' 
Oesshi-Lravcrse (lower)./\: ChlorlLe zone samples. 13: Gan1eL 7.one 
samples, C: 1\lblLe-biotlLe zone sampJes , 0: Ol l goclase-bioLiLe 
zone samples and pelitic schlsL clasLs (box wlLh filled diamond). 
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N 10 
A Asemi c Aserni 
20 
10 N Bess hi 10 
N 10 Bess hi 10 Bess hi 
100 200 300 100 200 300 
I( I 1~ b r a t i o 
Figure 7. Frequency distribution diagrams of the K/Rb weight 
ra U o of pel i t i e sehi s ts from the Aseim- traverse (upper) and Lhc 
Besshl-traverse (Jower) . A: Chl o ri Le 7.one samples, 13: Garnet zone 
samples, C: Albite-biotite zone samples , 0: OJjgoelase- bioLl Lc 
zone samples and pelitic sch l sL c Jasts (box wlLI1 filled diamond). 
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zone schists in the Besshi-traverse (66.68 wL. % in Lhc average 
Sl02 ) and the pel I tic schist clasts from the Kuma Group (63.03 
wL. %) • 
- All Lhe mineral 7.ones except Lhc ollgoclasc - bloLiLc ?.one or the 
Besshi-traversc and the pelitic schist clasts from the l<uma Group 
show distinct maxima of the !!!_K-value aL 0.4-0.44 (Fig. 5). The 
!.!!_G:- values of Lhc latter samples are h i gh and scattered. Jn 
addlllon, Lhc ave r ages of Fe2o3 and MgO of both sets of samples 
arc higher than those of the others (Table 4). 
- The averages of CaO and Sr Lend Lo be high Lowa r· d the ld ghcr· 
grade zone (Table 4). lllgh CaO and Sr are characteristic of the 
oJ j goclase-bioll Lc schists in the Bcsshi-traversc and or the 
pelitic schist cJasLs (Fig. 4A-O) . 
- A l though L h c I< I B a r a Ll o J s co 11 s La 11 L a L 4 5- 6 0 ( F i g . G ) , L he I< I H b 
r a Ll o of L h c o I I go c Las c- b i o Ll L c s c h I s L s in L h c ll c s s h i - L r· a v c r s c i s 
considerably higher and its range ls wider than those of the 
others (Fig. 7). 
The bulk compositions of pelitic schists in the oligoclase-
biotite zone or Lhe Besshi-traverse and pelitic sclii st clasts 
from Lhe Kuma Group differ from LhaL of the others. The Sanbagawa 
pelitic schists are therefore heLerochernlcal about CaO. Sr , the 
!!!..&:-value and KIRb rat io. 
2. Major e lcmcnLs o f pelitic schists from scJecLcd mcLamorphlc 
belts 
The compara U vc s Ludy for major elemen Ls of pc l i L i c sc h is Ls 
from some selec Led me Lamorphlc belLs is requl red Lo undc r·s Land 
Lhc geochemistry of pelitic schists l n the Sanbagawa mcLamorpld c 
belL. 
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Tnhlc 5. Average chemical composition of pelitic schists 
metamorphic belts. 
Sanhngawa • ctn• orphlc hell (This study) 
Ase•i - lravcrsc 
~llneral Chl-Z Gri-Z Abl-Z 
zone 
N 18 52 54 
Av. lslgma Av. lslgma Av. lslgma 
SI02 67.42 3.72 69.68 3.24 69.04 2.85 
'1'102 0.57 0. I 0 0.54 0. 1 () 0.55 0. 1 () 
!11203 15.70 1 .37 14.92 J. 26 t5. 17 1. 06 
Fc203 4.92 1. 28 4 . 36 1.07 4.58 1. 08 
MnO 0. J 3 0.07 (). 16 0.09 0. I 5 0.08 
MgO 1.77 0.48 1.64 0.47 1. 66 0.42 
CaO 0.67 0.56 0.87 0.54 0.97 0.44 
Na20 2.92 1. 03 2.42 0.73 2.38 0.86 
1<20 2.82 0.71 2.99 0.54 3. 11 0.54 
1'205 0.11 0.02 0. LO 0.02 0. II 0.02 
LOt 2.63 0.50 2.10 0.59 ]. 95 0.50 
K20/Na20 0.97 J. 24 1.31 
Fc20:llntg0 2.78 2.G6 2.7G 
Bcsshi - trnvcrsc 
~1 i ncral Chl-Z Grt-Z Abt-Z 
zone 
N 18 15 18 
Av . J sigma Av. 1sigma Av. J sigma 
SI02 70.44 2.86 68.57 2.51 69.06 2.90 
TJ02 0 .48 0 . 08 0.54 0.12 0.54 0.08 
Al203 14 . 47 1. 31 15.46 1.13 15.04 l.ll 
Fc203 3.84 0.80 4.34 l. J 2 4.33 1.06 
~lnO 0 . 09 0.05 0.14 0.10 0. 14 0.08 
~lgO 1.36 0.53 1. 66 0.44 1. 56 0.41 
CaO 0.64 0.56 0.62 0.32 1.06 0.89 
Na20 2.82 0.75 2.44 0.88 2.31 0.86 
1<20 3.03 0.63 3.24 0.50 3. I 1 0.56 
P205 0.09 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.11 0.02 
LOl 2.24 0.97 2.34 0.43 2. 19 0.55 
K201Na20 1.07 1.33 1 . :l5 
Fe203l~1gO 2.82 2.61 2.78 
Pelitic schist clasts 
N 3 
Av. 1sigrna 





Av. I sigma 
68.:18 3.24 
0.57 0.08 
15. I t1 I .07 
4.GG 0.7G 
0. 15 0.05 
I. 75 0.43 
1. GG 0.84 
2.50 0.47 
2.87 0.22 




Obl - Z 
7 
Av. I s igma 
6G.G8 I. 52 
O.G7 0.07 
J5.42 I . :12 
5.21 0. 58 
0. 15 O.OG 
2.27 0 . 43 
2.36 I. 27 
]. 78 O. G2 
2.88 0.;}5 
o. 1 a 0.02 
1. 90 0.:18 
I. 62 
2 . :w 
Table 5. (continued) 
'1'102 0.74 0.08 Fe203/~lg0 3. 62 3.45 2.79 
Al203 16.20 1. 99 Oalradlan (Sen lor and Leake, 1978) 
Fc2o:~ 5.65 0.40 
~lnO 0.12 0.04 Northern petites Southern Si I i CPOIIS 
~lgO 3.01 0.94 Grt-hg. Grt rrcc pel ltcs granoh I nR t i lC'S 
CaO 2.82 I .86 N 48 37 35 27 
Na20 3.07 0.85 Av. I sigma Av. lslgma Av. lslgma Av. I sigma 
K20 2.60 0.83 Sl02 55.34 5.75 55.46 5.30 54.32 5.95 73.52 :3.46 
P205 0. 16 0.02 Ti02 1.15 0.33 I. 21 0.32 l. 31 0.39 0.74 0.22 
LOl 2.96 0.89 Al203 20.69 3.54 20.83 4.14 19.85 3.44 11 .49 2.31 
Fe203 1. 98 0.87 3.61 2. 1 G 2.55 I. 31 1.19 0.62 
K20/Na20 0.85 FeO 7.33 2.20 5.49 1. 95 6.79 3 . 01 3.17 I . G I 
Fc203/Ng0 1.88 ~lnO 0.18 0.10 0. 12 0.06 0.24 0.17 0 . I I 0. 14 
MgO 2.83 0.94 3.00 1. 46 3.52 1.07 1 . 9~) I .57 
CaO 1. 63 I. 02 1. 02 0.85 1. 93 1.15 I . 2G o.n 
Darladian (Yardley, 1977) Na20 1. 90 0.69 I. 71 0.62 2.01 0.7G 2. I !"J I. OR 
K20 3.42 I. 03 3.92 1. 05 3.92 1 . 19 2. 3:l 0.94 
Grade Staurolite Sillimanite S i ll I man i te S I ll i man i Le P205 0.25 0.20 0.24 0. I 2 0.21 0. ll 0 . I :l 0. II 
Jn area A in area C in area D ln area C+D 1120 2.99 0.84 3.27 0.90 3.12 0.94 1.67 O.G:l 
N 14 8 7 15 
Av. 1sj gma Av. !sigma Av. !sigma Av. lsjgma Total Fe 
SI02 57.23 3.78 53.54 2.62 50.82 2.62 52.09 3.24 as Fe203 10.12 ~). 71 I<>. 09 4.71 
Tl02 I. 38 0. 17 1.20 0. 13 1.10 0.22 I. 14 0.19 
Al203 20.01 2.00 21.29 1. 38 24.46 2.50 22.98 2.58 K20/Na20 1.80 2.29 1. 95 1.06 
Fe203 9.80 1. 21 10.34 1.19 10.59 1. 27 10.47 1. 20 Fe203/~lg0 3. 58 3.24 2.87 2.37 
~I nO 0. 13 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.19 0.05 0.19 0.05 
~I gO 2.51 0.34 2.67 0.37 2.75 0.25 2.71 0.30 
CaO 1. 21 0. 77 1. 72 0.78 I. 69 1 .89 1. 70 1 .'13 Appalachian The LillJcton Formation (Shaw, 1956) 
Nn20 1 . 7() 0.59 2.42 0.9!1 1 . 5~) O.GR I . !JH o.n 
K20 3.24 0.71 3.25 0.83 3.75 I. 17 :J. 52 1 . o:~ Grade Low ~11 d I urn lligh ~led i um ~ II i gh 
P20S 0.2S 0.07 0.:15 0.17 (). 2:1 0 . I 0 0.2R (). 14 N 7 5 6 ll 
1120+ 3.15 0.46 3.51 0.58 3.26 0.98 3.38 0.80 Av . !sigma Av. 1 sigma Av. 1slgma Av. Jsigma 
8102 62.58 3.29 61.22 2.20 58.86 5.56 60.26 4 . o:~ 
K20/Na20 1.84 1.34 2.36 1. 78 Ti02 0.87 0.18 1. 04 0.04 1.05 0.20 1. 05 0. 14 
Fe203/Mg0 3.90 3.87 3.85 3.86 AL203 18.09 ]. 67 J 9. 95 1. 98 21. 2J 3.04 20.G4 2.S7 
Fe203 7.24 0.91 6.80 I .83 8. tl 1.45 7.51 I . () !1 
Oa l radian (Ferguson and Al-Ameen, ] 986) MnO 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.02 () . lt 0 . 04 (). O~J 0.04 
r r MgO 2.18 0.97 1 . 90 0.42 ]. 96 0.30 1 . 9:3 0. :l4 Sl-bt Ky-bg. Lake marble CaO 0.16 O.Jl 0.52 0.32 0.52 0.29 0.52 (). 2~) 
st-bt Format i on Na20 0.81 0.45 ]. 72 0.68 1. 10 0.31 1.38 O.S8 
N 12 8 11 K20 3.68 0.55 3.58 0.53 3.84 0.50 3.72 0.51 
Av. J sj gma Av. lsigma Av. lsigma P205 0.10 0.06 0. J 5 0.02 (). J 8 0.10 0.17 0.08 
8i02 55.86 2.37 54.47 4.61 56.24 5.77 1120+ 3.99 0.29 2.81 0.54 2.56 0 . 91 2.67 0.74 
Ti02 1. 28 0.11 0.80 0.22 0.81 0.33 
Al203 20.12 l.83 23.04 4.35 20.77 2.60 K20/Na20 4.54 2.08 3.49 2.70 
Fe203 9.92 1. 03 7.76 2.32 7.04 2. 13 Fe203/Mg0 3.32 3.58 4.14 3.89 
~1n0 0. 18 0.07 0.31 0.33 0.18 0.04 
~1g0 2.74 0.20 2.25 0.54 2.52 0.29 
CaO 1.65 0 . 4G J.86 0.73 3. ;18 I .20 
Na20 2.38 0.66 2.83 J. 29 2.56 0.42 
K20 3. 19 0.58 3.36 1.37 3. 7:3 0.71 
P205 0.25 0.06 0.18 0.14 0 . 12 0.07 
1120+ 2 . 30 0.38 2.85 0.64 2.58 0.73 
K20/Na20 1.34 1.19 J .46 
52 53 
Table 5. (continued) 















































4. 70 1. 07 
0.06 0.02•2 








*1, N=9: •2, N=10: • 3 , N=5: •4, N=8: 

































































0. J 7 
0.70 
*5, excluding ihe sample with 8102 89.33. 
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Table 5. (continued) 



































































• 6, excluding four tuffaceous samples . 














(1942, 1946, 1947) 
26 
Av. 
59 . 14 
0.76 
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0.05 0 . 01• 10 
1. 87 0. 98 
0.37 0.31 
1. 05 0. 70 
4.44 1.89 
0.15 0.07*12 
2. 06 1. 08 
4.23 
3.16 




Table 5 llsts the averages and standard deviat ions or the 
major elements of pelitic schists from the Sanbagawa belt, 
Connemara ln the Dalradlan (Yard I ey, J 977; Sen I or· and Leake, 
1978; Ferguson and Al-Arneen, 1986), the Littleton Formation Jn 
the Appalachian (Shaw, 1956), the Adirondack Mountains (Engel and 
Engel, 1958), central Abukuma plateau (Miyashiro , 1958), the 
Pacheco Pass 1 n the Franc! scan (Ernst e t al. , 1970) , and the 
Cooma a nd the adjacent areas in t he Lac hl a n geosyncl inc in 
Australia (JopJ ln, 1942, 1946, 1947, Vallance, 1953, 1960). Some 
da La arc d l v J dcd 1 n to the metamorphic grades or in to r·ock types. 
but others arc undivided. 
The follow lng geochernis try for each metamorphic be I L may be 
delineated: 
-The highest Si02 is characteristic of the Sanbagawa pelitic 
schists. I also noticed the low CaO and K20/Na 2o ratio a11d the 
high Fe 203/Mg0 ratlo. 
- The lowest SJ02 and highest Al 2o3 and Fe 2o3/Mg0 ratio are 
characteristic of the Dalradian and Appalachian pelitic schists, 
excep t the sillceous granoblastltes 1n the former (Senior and 
Leake, 1978). I also no ticed the high Fe 2o3 and high K20/Na2o 
ratio. Although the bulk compos! tions of the two rnetamor·phic 
belts have a resemblance, CaO in the Appalacl1ian pelitic schists 
is clearly lower than that in the Dalradian ones. 
- The gneiss and grani tized gneiss in the Ad L rondack 1\'lounta ins 
are high in Si02 and CaO. K2o and the K20/Na2o r atio of the 
former arc sys lerna tically lower t han those or t he I at te r·. 
-The pelitic schi sts in th e central Abukuma plateau arc high ln 
s1o2 a nd Cao. 
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- The lowest K20/Na 2o ratio and low Si02 and high CaO an~ 
characteristic of the Franc! scan me tasedlmen tary rod<s, cal l cd 
metagreywacke. Besides, Al 2o3 is somewhat low in comparison with 
Si02 . 
-The Lachlan geosyncline pelitic schists are systematJcalJy 
different between the data of Joplin (1942, 1946, 1947) and those 
of Vallance (1953, 1960). Still, there s hares common features In 
the lowest CaO and the highest K20/Na2o ratio. 
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Discussion 
1. Behavior of different groups of elements d u ring prograde 
metamorphism 
The division of components into volatile, excess, 
indifferent and Jndependent ones is convenient in discussing 
chemical effects on the parageneses of the Sanbagawa pelitic 
schist. Devolatilizatlon equilibria buffer the cltemical 
composjtions of metamorphic fluids (Greenwood, 1975) . The excess 
and Indifferent components influence only modal varlaLlons of 
metamorphic rocks. The a mounts of the independent components 
control both Lhe paragenesis and the mode. 
Volati l e compon e n ts ; Loss o n ign i t ion : The loss on ignition of 
sarnpJ cs Includes the weigh L losses of volatiLe cornponcn Ls aml tile 
weight gain of oxygen accompanying the change of FeO l11LO fe 2o3 . 
Still , there is no distinct change in the loss on ignition from 
the lower to higher grade pelitic schists (Fig. 4 and Table 4). 
This contradicts the tacit expectation that the volatiles fixed 
in metamorphic rocks must decrease with increasing metamorphic 
grade . 
Ulgashino (1975) measured the modal variat i ons of 15 peliLlc 
schists of the garnet and biotite grades. This shows that the 
total amounts of modal quartz, albite and muscovite exceed 84 % 
with 92.7 % as t h e average. Moreover, they are constant 
regardless the metamo r phic grade. Ch lorite, currying a Large 
amount of water (ca . 12 wt. %), ls the main reactant mineral or 
dehydration reactions. Its average mode changes from 4. I % ln the 
garnet zone to 3.5 % in the biotite zone. A maximum modal garnet 
t hat was formed by the chlorite decomposition is 1.9 % in t h e 
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garnet zone and is 6.5 % in the biotite zone, where the average 
is 3.3 %. A maximum mode of biotite reaches 3.5 % in the biotite 
zone. The modes of chlorite cllmlnatcd by melamorpllic r·eactlons 
arc assumed to be equal to those of garnet and biotite. Then th0 
amount of modal garnet + biotite multiplied by the water content 
of chlorite makes the total amount of water released by llle 
chlorite decomposition during the metamorphism. In the biotite 
zone, the maximum of the modal garnet + biotite is 10 %, and the 
average is about 4 %; this is obtained by the subtraction of the 
average modal quartz, albite , muscovite and chlorite from 100 % 
because the modal biotite is often less than 1 %. The n1axlmum 
amount of 11 20 released during the Sanbagawa metamorphism is 1.2 
wt. % and the average is about 0.5 wt. %. The maximum vaJue ls 
much less than the average value of 1120 (2.6 wt. %) released by 
the metamorphic reactions of the average pelite estimated by 
Walther and Orville (1982). This suggests that the amount. of the 
fluid released dur ing the Sanbagawa metamorphism is too small to 
t r a n spor t h eat a nd matters effectively. 
If exotic fluids infiltrate rocks, the fluid/rock volume 
r atios of 1:1 to 4 :1 are common (Ferry, 1984). The presence of 
the exotic fl u id r eservoir around the Sanbagawa metamorpltlc belL 
leads to t h e h igh fl u id/rock ratio . Still, there is no plausible 
exte r nal f luid reservoir around it . Thus t he total amount of 
f lu id d6r i n g the Sanbagawa metamorph ism is s mall, whereby making 
it h ard to transpor t significant a mount of fluid and its soluLes. 
Ex c ess a nd i ndiffe r e n t c ompo n ents: Quar tz , albite and muscovite 
a r e always p r esen t in the Sanbagawa pelitic schist. Sio2 , NaAl02 
a n d KA13 0 4 (0H) 2 a r e t h us regarded as excess compon ents. Their 
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concentrations control the corresponding modal variations but do 
not affect the metamorphic paragenesis. 
Nu2o - K2 0 rclutlons. There ls a ncgaLlvc corn~tatlon l>eLwccn Nn 2o 
and K2o (Fig. 8). Since oligoclase and biotite arc minor 
constituents even in the oligoclase-biotite schists, the bulk 
compositions of the Sanbagawa pelitic schist are projected from 
Si02 and H20 onto the Als(Al2Si05 )-Ab(NaA1Si 3 0 8 )-Kfs(KA1Si 3 0 8 ) 
plane (Fig. 9). They are plotted near muscovite and albite tie 
line. This corresponds to the petrographical evidence that the 
main Na- and K-bearing minerals are albite and muscovite, 
respectively . lt also shows that paragonite and K-feldspar arc 
rare mlnerals in the Sanbagawa pelitic schist (Enami, JB83). 
Further, I noticed that some oligocl~se-blotite schists in the 
Besshi-traverse and pelitic schist clasts are plotted n ear 
muscovite and paragonite tie line. Layering of quartzofeldspatllic 
and micaceous layers is common in the Sanbagawa pelitic schist . 
The negative correlation between Na2o and 1<20 has resulted from 
the difference in the p r oportion of quartzofeldspathic layer to 
micaceous layer of the analyzed samples. 
The layering was formed either by tile scdlmcntallott ot· by 
the segregation of minerals during deformation and metamorphism, 
or both. Kawachi (1968) and Yoshida (1981) reported seditnentary 
structures such as the graded bedding and beddi n g pJanc in the 
Sanbagawa pelitic schists . The layering structure cotnmonly found 
in the pelitic schists was the bedding plane particularly aL Lhe 
lower metamorphic grade zone, which underwent the ducLi lc 
deformatio n ln the sen se of Torlumi (J990). Under his plastic 
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Figure 8. Na2o-K20 correlation diagrams . A: Chlorite zone 
samples, B: Garnet zone samples, C: Albite-biotite zone samples, 
D: Oligoclase-biotite zone samples (hexigon) and pellLJc schist 
clasts (filled diamond). Open symbols (0,0,6,0), the Asemi-
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Figure 9 . Projections of data onto the Als(AL 2St05 )-Ab(NaA1Si308)-Kfs(KA1Si3o8) plane from quartz and 11 20. A: Chlorite zone samples, B: Garnet zone samples, C: Albite-biotite 
zone samp l es, D: OJlgocJasc-biotite zone samples (hexagon) and 
pelitic schist clasts (filled diamon d). Open symboJs (D , O,t::. , O) , 




replace the sedimentary ones with various degrees. The chemistry 
of the Sanbagawa pelitic schists remains unchanged under the 
different deformation regimes. Thus the geochemistry or the 
Sanbagawa pelitic schists is found to be essentially original. 
P2 o 5 , entering mainly apatite ln the Sanbagawa pelitic 
schist and never affecting their parageneses, is regarded as an 
i ndlfferent component. Ti02-bearing minerals in the Sanbagawa 
pelitic schist change from sphene through rulile Lo JJmenite with 
increasing metamorphic grade (Itaya and Banno, 1980). Thus Ti0 2 
is an independent component, but never is an indifferent one. 
Independe n t components: This group includes ·rio2 , Al 2o 3 . reo, 
MnO, MgO, and CaO, and most trace elements. lndepende11t 
components influence the parageneses of melamorphic rocks. Tlte 
conventional ACF, i\KF and AFM diagrams represent the effect, or 
some independent components on tl1e metamorphic paragencses. 
Still , the djagrarnmatic representations or Lhe paragenescs have a 
common l i mit that some independent components arc arbltrari ly 
disregarded. 
The t r ace eleme n ts are divided into two categories; one l s 
the ph ase formin g elernen t s u c h as Zr i n the presence or z 1 r·con 
and t h e oth er is the n on-phase forming element. Since zircon is it 
rare mine r al in the Sanb agawa pelit i c sch ist, Zr is a non - phase 
forming element. Non-phase forming elements follow Lhe belt a v lot· 
of o n e or more major element s that s t a bilize parllcular phases 
and have similar ionic sizes (Matsui et al., 1977). Muscovile 
incorporates Hb and Ba i n to the s i te o f K. EpldoLe, more 
specif i cally REE-ep i dote, incorporates Th into the Ca - sile (Sakal 
et al., 1984). Sr and perhaps Y partit i on into the Ca-slte. Ni 
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replaces Mg and Fe of the ferromagnesfan minerals. Nb and perhaps 
Zr follow the site of Tl. Pb may enter muscovite. Non-phase 
forming clement hardJy influences the metamorphic paragenesis. 
2. Effect of the bulk composition on the chemical trends of zoned 
garnet 
Banno ct al. (1986) examined the chemical trends of' the 
zoned garnet, whlch is presumably free from lntracrystalline 
diffusion. They assumed that the pelitic sc ltl sts arc isochemical 
from the chlorite zone to the oligoclase-biotite zone about feO, 
MnO and MgO ratios, based on the data of llaramura (1961), Banno 
(1964) and Kurata and Banno (1974). This implies that the only 
one univarlant curve can describe a garnet formation reactlo11 for 
the Sanbagawa pelitic schists. They calculated the zoning pattern 
of garnet expected for the average Sanbagawa pelitic schists on 
the assumption that the garnet formation can be essentially 
described by Lhe chlorite-garnet phase equJllbria. They 
considered that the higher Mg trend of garnet zonation in higher-
grade area ls due to the lower pressure and higher t empe rature or 
crystalllzatlon . 
Table 6 lists the ~-value and the molar MnO/(FeO + MnO + 
MgO) ratio of the rocks that include the zoned garnet, examined by 
Banno et al. (1986). The data for 2 garneL, l aJblLe-blotlte, 3 
oligoclase-bloLiLe zone schists are from the /\semi-river, and 3 
oligoclase-bloLite zone schists are from Lhc Bcss111-arca. 
AlLhough the molar MnO/(FeO + MnO + MgO) raLlo of rocks is 
scattered from sample to sample, it Jacks systematic relation 
wjLh the metamorphic zones . 
Whereas, Lhe !!!.[-Values of the rocks examined by Banno et al. 
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Table 5. The !!!_K-va J ues and MnO/ ( FeO+MnO+MgO) ratios of Lhc 
pe II tic schlsts examined the chcmlcaJ Lrends or zoned gantet by 
Uanno et al. (1986). 





































0.501 0. 0112 
0.442 0.0228 
•J column represents the sample number of Uanno eL al. ( IH86). 
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(1986) have narrow ranges in each mineral zone. The oligoclase-
biotite schists ln the Besshi-traverse are the highest in !!!,£-
value ranging from 0.442 to 0.502. The !!!_[-values of the garnet 
zone schists are 0.432 and 0.436. The hlgh e r grade zone schists 
in the Asem l- traverse are the lowest., in 1 t rangj ng fr·om 0. 401 to 
0.407. The difference in !!!_[-value is small but slgnifieant 
because it appears systematic. Thus J examine the effect of the 
!!!_[-value on the garnet formation flrsl. 
The onset of the garnet formatlo n can be drawn by a 
unlvarlant curve of a pressure-temperature dlagram at a fixed 
bulk compos J tl on when P 1~~ = P to tal. 1 can compa t·e the d i f fere11 t 
!!!.!r-values keeping the other compositions the same. At the 
pressure range or the Sanbagawa metamorphIsm. the r· eae t ion cu rv0s 
have negative slopes for Mn-rich compositjon in the diagram 
(Banno el aJ., 1986). An increase in the !!!_[-value of bulk 
compositions causes a rise either in pressure or in lemp erature 
of the onset of garnet formation. Three curves (thick llne) in 
Flg. 10 represent the onset of the garnet formation reaction of 
three rocks with different !!!,£-values schematlcaJly. On a 
univarlant curve with a given !.!!.[-Value , lhe XMg of garnet 
increases wJlh a rjse in temperature because of temperature 
dependence of the Fe-Mg partitioning belween chlot·it.,e and garnet. 
Thus, 1 can also draw 1sopleths of the XMg of gat·11et (lhin line) 
in Fig. 10. The positions of the reaction curves and the XMg 
isopleths are not accurate but relative. 
ln lhe Asemi-river , the garnet zone schJsts wlth hjgher !!!ji-
values crystallized MgO-poorer garnet, than the schists of albite-
blotl le and o llgoclase-bioti te grades, although the zoned garne ls 
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Isopleth of XMg of garnet 
mg -value 
low high 
T e 111 p e r a t u r e 
Fjgur e 10 . Sc hemat ic pressure-temperature diagram. Three curves 
(thick line) represent the onset of t he garnet formallon of lhree 
rocks with different !!!_[- values. Thin lines show lsopLet hs of ?Ml?\ 
of the first crystallized garnet . 
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in the higher grade zones show similar chemical trend. It fo L 1 ows 
that both hJ gher pr·essure a nd lower t empe r· atur e than those 
proposed by Uanno e t a l. ( 1 986) would be requ J red at t he onse L of 
the garnet formation Jn the garnet zone schist s Lhan in the 
hJgher grade zones. Thus, the differenc e Jn t he pressure an d 
temperature trajectory between t he garnet zone a nd higher grade 
zones is la rger than Lhat e nvisaged by Oanno et al . ( I 986). J t 
s hould be concluded that the pressure and t empe rature conditions 
at th e o nse t of th e garnet forma Llon were d l scon L1 nuou s a L Lh<' 
boundary be tween the garnet and the alb I t e- b I o tILe zon<'S in Lh<' 
/\semi-traverse. 
The difference ln t he c hemi ca l trend o f zoned garn<'t between 
the hjgher grade zone schists in the /\semi -r iver is prJmariJy 
ascribed to the difference in the maximum conditions or the 
me tamorphism. Howeve r the difference between the oligoc lase -
biotite zones in the Aseml-rlver and th e 13esshl-t rave r se is 
d l f ficu l t to tell the e f feet of pr· essure and tempera tu r· e from the 
c hemical effect. The conclusion of Banno e t al. (1986) that the 
oligoclase-biotl te zone in the Bess h i - traverse shows the lowe r· 
pressur e path is not s ubstantiat e d in this study. 
Next, I examine the effect of MnO on gar net formatio n , 
because garnet strongly prefers MnO. The Sanbagawa pelitic sclt i st 
shows Jarge scat ter i ng ln the MnO/(FcO + MnO + MgO) ratio (F i g. 
11). 1\s other MnO-dominant mine ral is absent in the Sanbagawa 
pelitic sch i sts, MnO at the core of zoned garnet must in c rease 
with increasing the molar MnO/(FeO + MnO + MgO) ratio in Lhe 
pelltlc sch ists. However, the core of zoned ga rn e t ln eac h 
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regardless the molar MnO/(FeO + MnO + MgO) ratio. This implies 
that the ch e mical compositions of chlorite is heterogeneous about 
the molar MnO/ ( f'eO + MnO + MgO) ratio even in a hatld spec !men 
scale at the onset of the garnet formation, and the maximum 
MnO/(FeO + MnO + MgO) ratio of chlorite is roughly constant in 
each mineral zone. As a result, the position of the garnet 
formation could be that of the MnO richer chlorite. 
The effect of the grossular component of garnet on its 
stability has been ignored and a metamorphic fluid is assumed to 
be pure water. In spite of the wide ranges in CaO of the pelitic 
schists, the Ca-(Fe + Mg)-Mn triangle (fig . 8 of Banno et al., 
1986) shows similar trend in the grossular content of the zoned 
garnet over the whole range of metamorphic grade. To buffer the 
grossular content of zoned garnet, one or more CaD-dominant 
minerals are required and one of them may be clinozoisitic 
epidote. The addition of co2 to a metamorphic fluid phase shifts 
the garnet formation curves to the lower temperature side. If the 
XcqQ\ of the Sanbagawa metamorphism increased with increasing 
metamorphic grade (Itaya and Banno, 1980), the d ifference ln 
pressure and temperature trajectory between garnet and higher 
grade zone rocks extends. 
3. Mate rial transports during the Sanbagawa metamorphism 
A metamorphJc fluid is supposed to be present at least 
during prograde metamorphism so that devolatllization or minerals 
should accompany a rise in metamorphic temperature. It plays 
important roles in transporting heat and matter, and influences 
the chemical and physical properties of minerals and rocks. I 
examine the chemical transport of material by fluids during 
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metamorphism using the K/Rb and K/Ba ratios of the pe litic 
schists. 
K/Ul> und K/Bu rutlos: Taylor and Mcl.cnnilll (1B8f>) cmplwslzcd that 
the K/Rb ratio of the continental upper crust is well established 
at 250. There are strong positive correlations between K and Rb 
of pelitic schists (Senior and Leake, 1978; Haack et al., 1984), 
of granulite facies rocks (St!ihle et al., 1987), and of "Japanese 
Paleozoic " slates (Banno and Chappell, 1969) . St!\hle et aJ. 
(1987) have also reported a K-Ba positive correlation. The K/Rb 
and K/Ba ratios are constant even if the K-bearing mineral 
changes from muscovite through biotite to K-feldspar with 
increasing metamorphic grade (Haack et al., 1984). Thus Liley 
concluded that Rb and Ba closely follow K. 
Let us consider the exchange reaction of K and Rb between 
muscovite and a metamorphic fluid phase: 
fluid muscovitess muscovitess C J uid 
where ss denotes solid solution. The K-Da exchange reaction can 
be written as 
fluid muscovitess 
K2Al4Al 2si 6o20 (0H) 4 + 2(Ba2 + + Al3+) ( 2 ) 
muscovitess fluid. 
The Ba-bearing molecule of muscovite is assumed by analogy with 
margari te. Although we cannot easily measure the chemical 
potentials of components in a metamorphic fluid phase, the 




where Xi is the concentration of component i in muscovite (Ms) 
and fluid phase, respectlveJy. The apparent distribution 
coefficient for reaction (2), Kd2 , is more complex than Kd 1 
because Kd2 essentially contains a composition-dependent term , 
the activity of aluminum species in a metamorphic fluid. 
ln the Sanbagawa pelitic schists, the K/Rb and K/Da ratios 
are those of muscovite , the main K-bearing mineral, which 
preferentially incorporates Rb and Ba over K. Thus, the 
respectively. So we have, 
Kd1 (K/Rb)rock/(XK/XRb)fluid 
Kd2 = (K/Ba)rock/(XK/Xaa)fluid 
( 5 ) 
( 6) . 
The K/Rb and K/Ba ratios of the Sanbagawa pelitic schists are 
constant at 210 and 50-55, respectively, except the K/Rb ra tios 
of some oligoclase-biotite zon e schists in the Besshi-traverse 
(Figs. 6 and 7). To keep the K/Rb and K/Ba ratios of pelitic 
schists constant over a wide range of me tamorphic grade, t he 
following factors are probably envisaged: 
- First, the constant K/Hb and K/IJa ratios of the pelitic schi sts 
are essentially original. 
-Second, t he total amount of metamorphic fluids is srnal l, which 
was stated above. 
-Third, the apparen t distribution coefficient s are indepen de nt 
of or insensitive to temperature and pressure. 
- Finally, the concentrations of K, Rb and Ba in a metamorphic 
fluid are negligibly small. 
When the molar Rb/(K + Rb) ratio of muscovite is lower than 
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0.1, Kd2 is 2.1 at 400-600°C and 1 kbar (Iiyama, 1979). This is 
applicable to the compositional ranges in the Sanbagawa pelitic 
schl sts. if the pressure difference between the expcr·imcnt nnd 
the Sanbagawa metamorphism is ignored. This satisfies the third 
factor. As the average K/Rb weight ratio of the pell U c schis Ls 
is 210, I obtain 100 as the average K/Rb weight ratio or fluid at 
Iiyama (1964) experimentally determined the ion exchange or 
Na and K between minerals and chloride solutions in the system 
Al 2o3 -KA1Si 3o8 -NaA1Si 30 8 -NaCl-KCl-Il20 at 1 kbar. The molar Na/(Na 
+ K) ratio of fluids in the presence of albite and muscovite 
exceeds 0.79 at 550-600°C . Woodland and Walther (1987) 
experimentally determined the concentrations of Na, AI und SJ Jn 
aqueous solutions in equilibrium with na tural albite, paragonite 
and quartz between 350-500°C and 1-2.5 kbar. The log molarity of 
Na is lower than -2 .344, i.e., Na in aqueous solution is less 
than 104 ppm. When t he molar Na/(Na + K) ratlo and Na arc 0.7H 
and 104 ppm, respectively, K in the metamorphic fluid Js 47 ppm. 
Thus Rb in it is 0.47 ppm. This is semi-quantitatlve, but cJcurly 
shows that the last factor, low concentr ations of K and l~b in 
fluid, is valid. The chemical transport of material by the 
advection is, therefore , negligible during t h e Sanbagawa 
metamorphism, and the K/Rb and K/Ua ratios are esser1tJal ly 
original. 
4. Cause of an increase ln Xcq~ during the Sanbagawa metamorphis m 
The origin of peculiarity in bulk rock composition of some 
oligoclase-biotite zone schists in the Besshi-traverse and also 
pelitic schist clasts in the Kuma Formation will be discussed in 
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the phase petrological point of view. 
Sphene is stable at low pressure, high temperature and low 
Xcoj~· while dolomite in quartz- bearing rocks at hJ gh pressure. 
low temperature and high Xcof\ (Fig. 12). Goto et al. (1990) 
stated that sphene can scarcely coexist with dolomite in quartz -
bearing rocks although there lacks any direct reaction between 
them . Sphene occurs even in the chlorite zone (Ernst, 1972; Itaya 
and Banno, 1980), and it requires the low Xcof\ of the Sanbagawa 
metamorphism. Recently, Enami and lligashino (1988) reported that 
dolomite occurs as a matrix mineral in pelitic schists only ln 
the oligoclase-biotite zone and lt postdates spl1ene occurring as 
an inclusion of the albite porphyroblast. Yokoyama and ltaya 
(1990) also reported that dolomite occurs in a pelitic schist 
clast, showing the oligoclase-biotite grade, in the Kuma 
Formation. Calcite-dolomite thermometer yields the Sanbagawa peak 
metamorphic temperature, 600°C (Enami and Higashino, 1988). Thus, 
they concluded that the main reason caused the change in 
stability from sphene to dolomite is not a rise in pressure or a 
fall in temperature or both but an increase in the XcoA at the 
Sanbagawa peak metamorphism. 
Graphite occurs commonly as inclusions in garnet , albite and 
micas, but rarely in the matrix of the dolomite-bearing pelitic 
schists (Enami, personal communication) . It requires a graphite 
decomposition. The graphite decomposition can be wr itten by the 
following reactions, 
2C + 2H2o = C02 + ( 7) 
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Figure 12. Temperature and Xco.P\ (C02 /CII2o + C02 ) moJar ratio) d i agram at 5 kbar and 1 0 kbar 1hfter Goto et al., 1990). The 
reaction curves are as follows. 
a: Dolomite + 2Quartz = Diopside + 2co2 b: 5Dolomite + 8Quartz + H2o = Tremolite + 3Calcite + 7C02 
c: Rutile + Calcite + Quartz = Sphene + co2 
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c + = C02 ( 8) . 
graphite oxygen carbon-dioxide 
Slnec r·caction (7) buffers the maximum value of x11J?p (e.g., 
Ohmoto and Kerrick, 1977) and increases both Xcq~ and Xcii,A)· which 
is not the case. Thus, an increase in Xc<A during the Sanbagawa 
metamorphism accompanies graphite oxidation as expressed by 
reac tJ on ( 8) . 
As reaction (8) shows, graphite reacts with 2.67 times 
weight of oxygen to produce co2 . Evidently, thls amount of oxygen 
is too large to be introduced by a fluid with high r0A.' Next, I 
will present an alternative idea for the source of oxygen. Fe 2o3 
is 90 wt. % FeO and 10 wt. % oxygen. The amount of oxygen is 
su f f i c lent to decompose graph! te. Thus. the probabJ e r-eservoir of 
oxygen is high f~ assemblages containing Fe 3• - bearing minerals 
such as l1ematite, magnetite and ferric-rich epidote, which are 
common constituents of some Sanbagawa basic schists. Some pelitic 
schists of the oligoclase-biotite zone in the Besshi-traverse arc 
exceptionally high in CaO (e.g . , Table 4) amo ngst the samples. 
Tl1us, ferric-rich epidote is a possible oxygen reservoir to 
increase the Xco{;\ of fluid in equ il ibr lurn with doloml te-bear ing 
pelitic schists. Hocks with high fq~ assemblage were mixed with 
graphite-bearing pelitic schists during the Sanbagawa 
metamorphism. and it triggered the graphite oxidation. Fe 2o3-
bearing minerals and graphite as well as hydrous and carbonate 
minerals are important fluid reservoirs during the metamorphism. 
For basic schists in the albite-biotite and oligoclase-
biotite 
sphene, 
zones of the Besshl-traverse, t he low Xcofi\ mineral, 
occurs in the albite porphyroblast and the higher XcQ-2\ 
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assemblage, dolomite-quartz, does in the matrix (Enaml and 
lligashino, 1988). This also requires an increase in Xco;~ dur lng 
the metamorphism. However the basic schists have no plausible co2 
reservoir and are free from graphlte. This can be explained if 
the dolomite-quartz assemblage 1 s formed by the t·eac t jon o C h 1 gh 
foA minerals in basic schJsts and graphite in peJitic s chists. as 
realized by the mlxlng of basJe and pelitic schists. The mlxJng 
of pelitic and basic schJsts can bring about the change In 
stability from sphene to dolomite. Thus, the dolomltc - bcarlng 
schists are poss 1 ble hybrids from pelitic and basic sch 1 s ts. I t 
should be emphasized that bulk compositions of dolomite - bearing 
rocks in the Sanbagawa metamorphic belt are not original but 
secondary. The hybridization took place at the Sanbagawa peak 
metamorphic temperature that is obtained by dolomite-calcite 
thermometer. Further . it may be related to the formation of 




- The mg-value, CaO and Sr of the oligoclase - biotite scl1lsts in 
the Besshi - traverse and the pelitic schist clasts differ from 
those of the oL11e r mineral zones. The K/Rb ratio of the Besshi 
ollgoclase-biotite schists is also different. 
- Bulk compositions of the Sanbagawa pelitic schists are 
considered to be essentially original. However the bulk 
compositions of the pelitic and basic schists that recorded the 
change in stability from sphene to dolomite are not original. 
Because the stability change requires the mjxing of peli Uc and 
basic schists at the Sanbagawa peak metamorphic temperature. 
- The amount of water released during the Sanbagawa metamorpl1ism 
is too small to transport heat and matters effectively. 
- In the Asemi - traverse, the garnet zone schists experienced mucl1 
higher pressure and lower temperature than the higher grade zone 
schists as was envisaged previously . 1be difference in pressure 
and temperature trajectory from the oligoclase-biotite zone 
schists between the Asemi-traverse and the Besshi-traverse is not 
substantiated. 
- Before garnet crystallized, chlorite heterogeneous Jn MnO is 
present in pelitic schists, and the maximum MnO is roughly 
constant. The crystallization of garnet was governed not by tl1e 
molar MnO/(MgO + FeO + MnO) ratio of rocks but by chJorlte with 
maximum MnO. 
- When garnet commenced to crystallize, CaO dominant minerals 
such as clinozolsitic epidote buffers the grossular content. 
- The material migration by the advective flow during the 
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Par t 2 
Hydration of basic granulit e Lo ga rnet-epid o t e amphibo lite 
I n the Sanbagawa me t amorphic b e ll , cen t r a l Sltiko ku, Japan 
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Abstract 
Granull Lc In the J ra t.su-me t.agabbro of ccn Lntl Sh i lwl<u, w i Lh 
color· - band l ng defined by the prcson<'c and absenc<' or plngloclas<', 
Is surrounded by a narrow epidote arnphlbol it.e, which its<'lf' is 
encased in garnet - epidote amphibolite. The epidote amphibolite 
formed me Las Lab l y under the low J> 1~0 cond i Lions bas e d o n the 
thermodynamic considerations. The granul it.e-epldot.e amphibolite 
boundary is formed by the hydration reaction of plagioclase t.o 
zo is l t.e, kyan i t.e, and quar t.z, and Lha L or c1 i nopy r·oxene and 
or Lhopyroxene to am ph 1 bole. If i L l s assumed tha L Lcrnpc n\ Lu rc 
range of the Sanbagawa epidote amphlboJ it.e facies is G00 - 650°C, 
we obtain a 1ithost.at.lc pressure or 12- 15 kbar and a 11 20 pressure 
or 1- 3 l<bar for the hydratlon condlt.lotts. The boundnr·y between 
ep I doLe amph i bo I i Le and garr1c L- ep i doLe arnph i bo I I Le is d<' r i IIC'd by 
the formation or garnet., which is rnor·e stable than epidote' 
amphibolite assemblages. Pargasjt.ic amphibole occur·s at the 
garnet rim. Up to 0.32 wt..% Cl is pt·esent. in amphibol<' f'rorn both 
or the hydrated facies , but. is< 0.03 wt..% Cl in the gr·;uHrliLc 
amp h Jbole. During hydrat i on, there was an overal l lner<'ase in 
bu l l<- rock Na2o and C L con tents , and J oca I i zed ml gra L i 011 or 1\lg and 
re across the layeri n g of the hydrated derivat i ves. 
lt. is concluded t h at. hydrat.lon did not. Lake pia<'<' in the 
presence o f an excess fluid phase , based on the eli ff'<'t'<'nce or Lh<' 
C l con te n ts o r amp h ibole betwee n obse r ved and expected va l 11cs 
from a quallt.aLive Lnfllt.. r at..ion met.asomat..Lc model and also on t..IH' 
estimated low fluid pressure esUmat.ed. The formation of' a shat·p 
boundary between t h e granulite and epidote amphibol i te suggests 
lnt..racrystalline diffusion . 
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Introduction 
A free rJuid phase always present. during hydraLion and also 
prograde metamorphism is lacit supposllion for many meLamot-phi<' 
petrologists. This assumption alJows us to apply react..ion 
equilibria cxpcrlmcnt..ed under fluld - sat..untlion condi Lions 
dJrc<:Liy lo nalural parageneses. Wallher and Ot-vlllc ( 1982) have 
polnlcd out. that. lhc fluJd phase released during mclamorphic 
rcact..Jons can normally and easily escape wl t..hout inlent<:Ling wl Lh 
lhc surrounding rocks, and lhal no fluid phase Is pr-esent.. in 
mclamorphlc rocks apart from a devolallll7.allon site. If their· 
argument; is lrue, it is necessary lo consider Lhe mechanism and 
condiUons occurring with hydration under fluid-deficient 
conditions. 
In the Snnbagawa me Lamorph I c be I L I 11 c·en Lr-ctl Sh llwlur, 
several large peridotite and metagabbro bodies have been 
tectonically Intruded into high-grade pel illc and basic scldsLs 
(Kumtgl7.a ct.. al .• J986). One such body, t..he lratsu mass, co nt..aiJ ts 
tile reI lcs of pre-Sanbagawa granuU t..e facJ es rocks that.. have been 
transforme d lnt..o garnet-epidote arnphlboiJt..c by the Sanbagawa 
rn et..amorphism, and different degrees of t..ransl Llon can be observed 
J n o ne ou lc rop (Yokoyama, 1980) . In t..h i s papc r, we <lese r· i be t..he 
chcmJcal and mineralogical changes accompanying t..hc hydrat..ion or 
lhis granull Lc and discuss the mechanism and condi Lions at.. Ute 
hydration. Mineral abbreviat..ions used arc aft..er Kretz (J983) . 
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.· 
Petrology, and bulk and mlneral chemistries 
1. Mode of occurrences 
A block or garnet - epidote amphlboll Lc cont..alnlng r<'li<·s of 
granulite was found as river float ln the Nikubuchi - dani 
(val l ey), a small t..rlbut..ary of the Oozan-gawa (rlvet·) In the 
Ocssl(Besshl)-yama area, Ehlmc prefecture (Fig. l). The genentl 
geology of this area was dcscr i bed by Kunug i za e t.. a l. ( 1 08G) , and 
lhe petrology of t..he granullt..c briefly by Yokoyama (IU7G). The 
mat..crJal studied ls almost.. ccrt..a inJy derived from t..hc lntLsu 
metagabbro defined by J<unugtza ct a1 . (1986), which Talutsu and 
Kohsaka (1987) and Takasu (1989) suggested to be divided int..o 
three independent complexes of hlgh-grade mafic and ult..ramnfi<· 
bodies, all of which locally contain eclogitic rocks. The block 
we studied came from t..hc newly defined "eastern-mass" or t..hc 
complex . which. according t..o Takasu and Kohsaka ( 1987) and Tal<asu 
(1989), has a fairly complex thermal hist..ory; l aye r-ed gal>br·o --> 
granulite ~ high temperature eclogite ~ low tcmp<'t·aLtll"<' 
eclogite~ epJdote amphlbollt..c. llowever, t..he meLagal>b r· o to be 
described here records mainly the granulit..e and t..hc epidote 
amphibolite facies equilibria wllhout Lhe eclogit..c facies 
assemblages. 
The block, whose sur f'acc us washed by running wa l <' r· Is qui 1 e 
fresh, measures approxlmat..cly 3 x 3.5 x 2m3 , and ls composed 
mostly of garnct-epldole arnphlbolllc. lt conlaJns seve ral smaller· 
domains of granulit..e facJes r elics as Fig. 2A shows. The host 
block was broken by rnlnlng engJnce rs for detailed study. 
The domains of granulite have a long axis of 10-50 em, and 
display a color-banding dcfJned by the presence and absence of 
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Q peridotite 
D epidote amphibolite 
~ pelitic & basic schist 
0 
132 
1 2 km 
Figure 1. Index map of the Iratsu ep ido t e - a mphibolite mass . 
Localjty of a granulite-bearing garnet-epidote amphibolite block 
i s s hown by open star. 
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Figure 2. A: Photograph of the granulite-bearing garnet-epidote 
amphibolite block. Granulile (Gr) wjth color banding of 
melanocratic (pl-bearing) and hypennelanic (pl- fr ee) laye r s is 
surrounded by epidote amphibolite (Ep-Amp). 
13: Photomic rograph of boundary be Lween granuU te ( ri gilt - hand 
sjde) and Grt-free epidote amphibolite (]eft-hand side). 
O=orthopyroxene , Pl=plagloclase surrounded by i ts hyd ration 
products , E=epldote. 
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plagioclase. As Figs. 2A and 3 show, this layering is inherited 
in the laye r ing of garnet-bearing and garnet - free epidote 
amphibolites LhaL enclose the granulite. A narrow (1 - 2 em) zone 
of garnet - free epidote amphibolite never falls to develop betwecrr 
the granulite and the garnet-epidote amphibolite. These zones 
represent different stages of hydration r eaction and wit I be 
referred Lo as Lhe Grt-free zone, and GrL - bearing zone (Grt = 
garnet) , respccLlvely. The plagioclase- bearing layer· of the 
granulite and lLs hydrated equivalents wiiJ be referred to as the 
mclanocratl c layer, as opposed to the hyp crrnclanic layer (Shand, 
1947), composed dominantly of pyroxenes or amphibole. The 
melanocra Lie and hypermelanic layers were ol"l gina I ly pI agloclasc-
rich and plagioclase-free, respectively, cumulate layers of 
gabbro (Yokoyama, J976; Banno and Yokoyama, 1977). 
2. Analytical p r ocedu res 
Ten major - and 5 trace-element (Rb, Sr, Ni, Cl, S) 
concentrations were determined in 13 samples by X- ray 
fluorescence spectrometry (XRF: Rigaku Slmultlx System 3530 for 
major and Rigaku System 3370 for trace clements). The 
lnsLrurnenLal conditions and calibration Leclrniques follow Goto 
and Ta Lsurn I ( 1 991 and in press) . Tab I e l I is ts the anaJ yses a nd 
Table 2 cornpa res the cornposi tiona l par arne tors or var· i ous r·ock-
types. Niggll 's !.!.!Ji-value, molar MgO/(MgO+FeO) , ls also shown in 
Tables land 2. figure 3 shows the positi onal r elation of the 
analyzed samples. 
Mineral anaJyses were carried out on an energy-dispet"sive 
type electron microprobe at Kyoto UnlversJLy ( Hitachi S550 + 
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p i-free layer 
~ypermelanic layer) 
2 
~ pl-b g . lay er 
(m elanoc r atic layer) 
4 em 
D epidote amphiboli te 
0 plagioc lase 
0 garne t 
Figure 3. Schematic sketch of sample (left-hand side), and 
portion of the samples analyzed (right-hand side). 
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-(1984). NaCl was the standard for Cl analysis . The analyses of 
the granulite facies minerals are shown ln TabJe 3 and t-hose of 
the Sanbagawa stage in Table 4 (amphibole) and Table 5 (others). 
The term hornblende ls used in a wide sense following llalJlmond 
(1943) , but more specific amphibole names follow Leake ( 1978). 
3. Bulk-rock chemistry 
Table 2 reveals that the hydration of granulite proceeded 
without large changes in bulk-rock chemistry, except , of course, 
11 20. There are, however, minor but significant changes. The most. 
not-able are a 6 to 8 fold Increase In Cl content, and a 
con comltant 40% increase of Na2o. We also nollce a small but. 
significant increase in the !!!,K-Value of t he hypermelanlc laye r 
from 0.81 lo 0.86. 
Th e fact that. the average value and standard deviat-ion of 
the !!!,K-value in the granulite are t h e same in lhe melanocratlc 
and hypermelanic layers suggests that the !!!.K-value was mainly 
governed by the XMg of the cumulate pyroxenes, and scarcely 
changed during the dry metamorphism of gabbro lo granulit-e. Th e 
average value of the mg-value in the hydrated derivat-ives of the 
hypermelanl c layers is significantly larger than that Jn the 
granulite, and suggests the migration of Mg a nd re 2 + across lhc 
layering. The bulk-rock chemistry shows only m.lnor composi.t lonal 
differences belween lhe Grt-free (No. 1-2) and Grt-bcari11g (No. 
1-3) samples of lhe same meJanocrat ic layer (Fig. 3 and Table 1). 
4. Petrography 
Figure 4 shows lhe change In mineral assemblages from 
granulite through the Grl-free zone lo Grt-bearlng zone of the 
melanoc ratic layers. 
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Table 1. Bulk chemical compositions. 
No. 1-1 1 - 2 1-3 1 - 4 
Si02 49.38 48.78 48.91 50.76 
Ti02 0.] 8 0.17 0.17 0.21 
Al203 9.72 9.58 9.33 6.68 
reo* 7.44 7.09 7.56 7.74 
MnO 0.18 0.14 0 . 19 0.18 
MgO 17.13 16 .89 16.96 18.55 
cao 14.49 J 5. 19 14.53 15.68 
Na20 0.56 0.75 0.75 0 . 47 
K20 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 
P205 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Total 99.18 98.69 98.50 100 . 36 
mg-value 0.804 0.809 0.800 0.810 
Sr(ln ppm) 147 150 137 30 
Rb 0 . 5 0.7 J . 0 <0 . 5 
Nl 155 155 J 59 162 
Cl 56 369 397 36 
s 11 10 9 9 
No. 3-1 3-2 3-3 3-4 
Si02 48.35 51 .37 50.86 50. 16 
TJ02 0. 18 0.21 0.21 0.20 
J\1203 10.22 6.27 6.20 8.54 
FeO* 7.92 5.46 7.15 7.40 
MnO 0.18 0.09 0.18 0.18 
MgO 15.94 18.50 17.59 17.30 
CaO 14.47 16.39 17 .24 15.59 
Na20 0.61 0.72 0.51 0.49 
K20 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 
P205 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Total 97.97 99.10 100.03 99.95 
mg-value 0 . 782 0.858 0.814 0.807 
Sr 253 24 26 105 
Rb 0.7 0.8 <0 .5 0.6 
Nl 1 5() 175 1 n:3 174 
Cl 285 285 37 41 
s 9 9 10 11 
* : Total Fe as FeO. 
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1-5 1 - 6 1 - 7 1 - 8 
50.23 48.95 4H.6G 48.75 
0.19 0. 18 0.20 0. I H 
7.87 9.82 8.00 9.73 
6. 2:~ 7.10 6.08 9.51 
0.09 0.12 0. 1 0 0.29 
18.07 16.47 1 7 . 1 8 1 6. 1 5 
15.52 14.89 1 6. :35 13.53 
0.68 0.62 0.74 0 . 6~3 
0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
98.98 98.26 98 .41 98.88 
0.838 0.805 0 . 8:34 0.752 
111 275 I :3G 40 
<0 . 5 0.8 0.6 0.8 
174 165 lGG 154 
327 299 32(} 378 



















Table 1. (continue d) 
Granulite(1 - 1), garnet-free zone(l-2) and garnet - bearlng zonc(l -
3) ln the same melanocratic layer. Granulite (1-4) in the 
hypermelanic layer. Epidote-poor amphibole rock(l - 5) near t..he 
hyperrnclanlc layer but the part of the mclanoeraLic layer was 
Included ln the analyzed sampJ.e. Gar uet.. - epldot..e amphibol ILe (I - G) 
in the melanocratic layer. Garnet-poor epidote amphJbollte(l - 7). 
The analyzed sample contained both t h e layers. Garnet-epidote 
amphibollte(1-8) in the melanocratic layer. Garnel - epidot..e 
amphiboJite(3-1) in the melanocratic layer. Epidote - poor 
amphibole rock(3-2) ln the hypermelanic layer. Granulite(3- 3) ir1 
the hypermelanic layer. Granulite(3-4) in the melanocratic layer. 
Epidote-poor amphibole rock(3-5) in the hypermelanic layer. 
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0.47, 0 . 51 
36' 37 
0.810,0 . 814 
8.54 , 9.72 
7.40, 7.44 
17 . 13,17.30 









C l (ppm) 
rng-v alue 
6.27, 6 . 91 
5 .35, 5 . 46 
18.50 ,18 . 58 
0.72, 0.76 
227, 285 
0 . 858,0.861 














0 . 8 l9 ( 0 . 0 :3 :3 ) 
Granulite: The granulites are composed of an alternat-ion of 
plagioclase - bear lng and plagioclase- free pyroxene gratntl i les. in 
which clinopyroxene predominat-es over ort-hopyroxene. The pyroxene 
analyses in Table 3 show Fe-Mg partlllonJng lhat is 
characterist-ic or the granulite facies. This ls confirmed by lhc 
pyroxene geotherrnorneler. which is based essent i ally on the 
miscibility gap between cllno- and orthopyroxenes (Wood a nd 
Banno, 1973; Wells, 1977; Mori and Green, 1978) . The pyroxene 
t hermometer of Wells (1977) gives 750 ± 50°C for lhe granuLite 
py r oxenes. Minor constituents are magnesiohornb lend e (1\mpl) as 
well as t he aggregate of zoisite , kyanite, quartz , and paragonite 
l hat developed at the periphery of plagiocLase (J\n91) . and 
cummingtonit e (Cum) that occasionaLly replaced t he orthopyroxe ne 
rim. Very minor calcite, ankerite and hematite occur 
interstitially. 
Grl-free zone: This 1-2 em-thick zone is developed between the 
granulite and Grt-bearing zone . Within this zone the melanocratic 
layer is epidote amphibolite and the hypermelanlc layer is 
amphibole rock with rare ep idote . The boundary against the 
granulite i s s harp even under t he mi croscope (Fig. 213). but that 
agains t the Grt-bearing zone is defined rn l neralogJ calJy only by 
the appearance o f garnet of 2-3 mm size in the melanocrat i c layer· 
and is consequently less obvious. 
Th e major mine rals of the Grt-free zone is amphibole, 
ranging from actinolite to edenitic hornblend e (Ampll). 
Aggregates o f zoisite and clinozoisite that pseudomorph 
plagioclase, and dispersed chlorite are minor constituent-s. Talc, 
hematil e , caJcile and ankerJte are rare. Pyroxenes (Cpx>>Opx) and 
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Fi gure 4. Changes in mine rals in the me lanocratlc laye r rro"t 



































































































5.007 15.438 4.006 4.017 
0.796 0 . 778 0.832 
0.908 
-=below detection I lrn l t. 
# Th1s Arnpl is present in granulite. 
* Total Fe as FeO. 
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Total )5.651 15.516 15.265 15.59 1 15.880 15.H8S I S. I S7 
XMg 0.732 0.832 0.855 0.766 0.691 0.644 0.7S4 
-= below detection limit 
* Total Fe as FeO . 
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Amp I occur on I y as rc I I cs from the granull tc rae l cs mc Lnmor·ph 1 sm. 
Some cl I nopy roxenes arc zoned with an A I -pooee ,. and r.1g- 1· i cher 
rlm. Both epidote and J\mpll occur as Jr·rcgular·ly shaped blebs 
wllhln clinopyroxene , JmpJylng Lhat Lhc sporadic cpidot<' in Ampl 1 
was derived from cllnopyroxene. 
Gr t - bcar lng zone: ThJ s encloses the granul i tc rc I J cs. In Lh is 
zone, the me1anocraLJc layer Js garnet-epidote amphibol I Lc and 
the hypermelanic layer is composed essentially or hornbl ende as 
is Jn the Grt-rree zone of lt. Major consULuenLs arc J\mpll, as 
in Lhe Grt-free zone, garnet and clinozoislte. The garnet is 
generally 2-~3 rnm in slze, bul may reach a maximum size or up to 8 
rnm. It is anhedral, ralher high in Mg for garnel (Xi\lg=0.25-0.~35), 
slightly helcr·ogeneous but not systematicalJy ;r,oned, and conlalns 
abundant inclusions or zolsllc , cllnozolslte, J\mpll, and opaques. 
The garnet i s often armored by green pargasitlc hornblende 
(AIIlpl I 1). When Its pcrlphery Is replaced by Lhc aggregate of 
chlorite+ cpldolc, the rim or Lhc garnet ls deplcled In 1\lg 
(XMg=0.25) compared with the core (XMg=0.3-0.35). Kyanitc , quarlz 
and paragonit-e do not occur. Even in this zone, rel i cL 
clinopyroxene and Amp! are present. 
Amphiboles: The compositions of three klnds of amphiboles are 
shown in a llallimond (1943) diagram as rlg. 5. Ampl in the 
granulite, colorless magnesiohornblende, is homogeneous. and 
someLJmes as coarse-grained as the pyroxene but somelimcs 
replaces the rim of lhe laller. ll persists Jnlo Lhe Grl-free and 
Grl -bearing zones, where Arnp l contains abundant. fine -grained 
rullle and llrnenlte , suggesll ng ils adjustment, Loa Jow<'r :-
ternperature environment. Ampl was formed in the period between 
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~37. 31 27.G4 
25.37 21.41 
9.95 




.2r: ,) 28 
5.985 5.425 
4.796 4.953 







-=below detecllon limit. 
Grt Cpx#2 
38.G8 37.H2 53.2B 
21.56 21. 1 () 1.32 
0.09 0.35 
22.25 22.27 3.80 
I. 63 J . 8H 
5.39 4.21 15.85 
10.36 11.70 24.03 
0.67 
9H.87 99. 18 99.31 
12 12 G 
3.002 2.988 L. 967 
J . 97.2 1 . HGO 0.057 
O.OOG 0.010 
1. 444 1. 468 0.117 
0 . 107 0. 126 
0.(324 0.4H5 0.872 
0.862 0.988 0.950 
0.048 
8. 0 I 1 8. 0~31 4.0.21 




3.24 ~H3. 00 






H 1 . ()8 D.2.48 
I 1 .22 
~3. 77 I 5 . 91 ~~ 
0.257 G.048 






7.0HG 1 :3. n~n 
0. 92~3 
#1 : This occurs at t he periphery of plagioclase In granul lle. 
#2: ThJs shows Lhe rlm composillon of clinopyroxene in Lhe 
hydralcd equiva l ent. 
* Total Fe as reo except epidole. Total Fe as Fe203 for e1>idotc. 
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c. Amp I 
• Amp IT (Grt- bg. par t ) 
o Amp II (Grt - free par t) 
x Amp ill 
Si:7.0 
F i gure 5. Compo s lt.l onal variatio n of amphiboles shown In the · 
llnl.l lmond diagTnm . 
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t he granulite and the Sanbagawa metamorphism. 
Ampll has a wide composiLlona l range, from ~30 L\> DO% o f 
act inol ite , but is usually zoned wl than acLl nol I tc co r e and 
ho rnbl e nde rim. Harely, it inc ipi ent ly develops ln the gTanul itc 
a J ong t he pyroxene grai n boundary, or occurs as vei n, but lts 
appea r a nce is rather abrupt at the hydration front as seen in 
Fig. 20. Ampiii l s green pargasite and Js con f ined to t he 
periphe ry of the garnet. I t has the highest Al con tent among Lit<' 
thr·ce amphibo I e types and postdates t he format I o n of' LIH' 
metasomatic zone. 
Figu r e 6 is an XMg-Al diagram for amphiboles. The t· a nge of 
XMg I s the same for epidote amphiboLJte and garnet - e pidote 
a mphibolite, but the scat ter of AI conte nt is s mallc t· f'or ArnpJ I 
coexisting with garnet than that wlthout garnet. Alumin11m in the 
octahed ral site of amphibole may be s ubstitu t ing Mg rather t han 
Fe because of the negat ive correlaLion between XMg and AI content 
of amphiboles ln Fig. 6. 
Chlorin e ls mainly f ixed iii ampltJbo J e . A sear c h for Cl j n 
other minerals failed to record it. FJgure 7 shows a st r o ng 
correlat ion be twee n t he Na and CJ contents of the amphiboles. As 
the r e is a strong correlation between Na and Al (Fig. 5) . there 
also is a cor r elation between Al and Cl . 
Epidote : The relationships between the compositio ns and mod e of 
occur r e nce of th e ep idote group mjnerals are shown in Fig. 8. The 
re 3+/(Fe3 ++Al) ratlo of epi dot e i nc r eases from the granulite t o 
the Grt-bearing zone. I n the epidote amphibolite a nd the garnet -
epidote amphibol ite, ferric - ri c h ep ldo t es occur at th e margins of 
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Figure 7. Na2o vs. Cl of amphiboles . Hatched and dotted areas 
show compositional ranges of Ampl in the granulite and most of 
low C I of Amp II , respectIvely. Amp I by open t r 1 angJ e occurs 1 n 






Epidote (plagioclase -layer) 
granulite 
0.05 0.10 




Fe3+/(Al + Fe3+) 
Figure 8. Frequency dJagram of Xfe3+ of epidote group rninerals . 
Compositional range of zoisite ln the granulite ls shown by 
arrow. 
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gu r net, lamellae w lth ln cllnopy r·oxcnc, and us pseudomo q>h s a f te ,. 
gantel. Zolslt e Is confined to the periphery of the plagioclase 
Jn the granulJte. and ln the cc11ter o f cl lnozol s lt c aggregates 
that pseudomo rph plagJoclasc ln the hydrat ed dcr· lvall vcs o f th<' 
granulite. 
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Advance of hydration zones 
The first mineral formed after the granulJtc cqui I ibration 
but before the Sanbagawa metamorph lsm was ArnpJ . J t a I so occut·s J n 
the Grt-free and Grt-bearing epJdote amphibolite zones as relics. 
which contains higher Cl content (up to 1300 ppm) than that in 
the granulite ( < 300 ppm) . The f 1 r s t hydrous mlne ra Is fonned 
during the Sanbagawa metamorphism were zoisite and paragonite, 
which were co-occurrJng with quartz and kyanite replacing the 
margins of pJagloclasc. Harely, Amp! L vetn occurs In Lllc 
granulite, but generally the boundary of the Grt - frec epidote 
amphibolite against the granulite is very sharp (Fig. 213). 
The Grt-bearing zone starts with the formation of garnet at 
the expense of Ampll and epidote from the melanocratlc layer of 
the Grt-free zone. Garnet is anhedral and little zoned , compared 
wltl1 euhedral and zoned garnet ln the prograde garnet - bearing 
basic schists. WJth Lhe advance of hydration, the Fe 3 + conte nt or 
the epidote group minerals increases, suggesting that the 
oxidation gave rise to the larger degree of substitution of Fe3 + 
for Al and also the formation of hematit e in the hydrated 
derivatives. 
During hydration. pressure and temperature differences 
between the metasomatic zones could hardly have been significant 
o v e r a d i s La n c c o f 1 m or so . II y d r a Ll on was due to the r· c a c t J o n 
be tween the gnn1u ll te and the m lgTa t lng fluid . The resu 1 tan L 
c hem ical change may be summarized as foJ lows: 
(1) The Cl content of the epidote amphibolite ls as much as 8 
Limes that of granulite (Table 2). 
(2) The Na2o increased by about 40%. 
1JO 
( 3) The !!!_K-values of the melanocra Li c and hypermeJ an I c layers of 
the Grt-bearing zone show slight but statistically significant 
dl ff'crcnce. However, the !!!.!£-Values arc the same betwee n Lite 
cor·r·csponding layers In the granulite. 
(4) The XMg of hornblende is almost the same between the 
hornblendes Jn both the melanocrallc and hyp e rmclanle layet·s of 
the Grt-bearing zone. 
(5) The Fe 3 + content of epidote increases. 
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Discussion 
1. 1120 pressure 
The Grt - free and the Grt- bearlng zones derived from the same 
melanocratlc layer have simllar bulk compositions across the 
front of garnet formation. The boundary between the Grt - free and 
the Grt - bearlng zones of the melanocratlc layer is described by 
the followlng reaction: 
amphibole fl +epidote = garnet+ 11 20. 
Grt - free zone Grt - bearing zone ( 1 ) . 
FIgure 9 schema U cally shows free energy changes among 
granulite, epldote amphibolite, and garnet - epidote ampl1lbolite 
assemblages in the melanocratic layer at constant pressut·e, 
temperature and bulk composition in response to P1V4o· Clearly, 
the granulite assemblage becomes unstable and is to be replaced 
by hydra ted assemblages with increasing P11ftp. Mot·eover, if the 
epidote amphibolite assemblage is stable at the hydration front, 
the garnet-epidote amphibolite assemblage could never form at any 
P1~. Therefore we envisage that the granulite was fi r st replaced 
metastab l y by epidote a mphibolite that was ln turn transformed to 
the more stab I e gar net-epidote amphiboli Le. I L seems easy to 
transform the granulite to the epidote amphibolite rnetasLably 
rather than to transform the granulite to the garnet-epidote 
ampltJbollte at the hydration front. Tha metastable reactions 
between pyroxene and amphibole may be partly responsible to the 
similarity of their crystal structures. Note that P 1~0 for the 
stable trans l Ll on of the granulite assemb I age to the garnet-
epidote amphibolite assemblage is lower than that for the the 
















11 i g 11 
Figure 9 . Schematic diagram of the fr ee energy changes among 
granulite (G r ), epldote - amp h lbollte (J!:p-1\mp), and gan1eL <'PidoLc -
amphi boll te ( Gr t Ep-Amp) o C t he me I a noc r a tic layer in r·cspo 11 se to 
r 1~0 . Thick , thi n , a nd broken curves correspond to stable, 
metastable, and unstab le cond i tions, respectively. Points 1 and 2 
s how t he stable (expected) hydrat i on fro 11 t a11d t he m<'Letstahlc 
(observed) hydrat i o n fro n t, respective ly. The a r row f r·om poi n t a 
Lo po in t 4 r ep r·esents Lite free ener·gy change of Lhe garll<'L 
formation i n Lhe melanoc r atlc layer. 
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1\lthough the hydration front r e prese nts the metastable 
l n Le r face be tween granu 11 te and e p J dote am ph I bo I i te. i Ls phys i en 1 
conditions <'Hil be determlned. 1\L the hydrati o n fnmL. zoisiLe and 
1\mpT r coexist wlth pyroxenes and plagJoclase. 1\s 1\mpl l includes 
actlno1 I tic hornblende, the 11 20 partial press ure can be estimated 
by us ing two chemJcal reactions in relation to the formation of 
the zolslte and 1\mpll. 
1\s zolsJ te coexists typicaJJ.y wJ Lh kyani Le and quar·tz at Lh<' 
hydra t1 on front. i Ls formation is descrIbed quan t1 La tl ve ly by the 
following reaction: 
anorthite water zoisite kyanl te quat· Lz ( 2) . 
The formation of amphibole is rath e r complex. but we may 
simpJ lfy t h e reaction as the formation of actinolite from 1\l-poor 
and Fe - free pyroxenes, since actinolite usually occupies the co t· e 
of the amphibo l e, suggesUng that it ls the first amphibo l e to be 
formed. Furtherrnor·e, the high XMg of actlnoll te (Fig. G) allows 
us to use tremolite instead of actinolite In the caJcuJation. The 
amphibole forrnatlon may then be described by either of the 
following equatlons: 
diopside enstatite quartz water tremolite ( 3) . 
diopsld e enstatite water forsterJte tremolite (4). 
1\mpll is not associated with quartz (Qtz occurs only in 
zoi site aggregates 1 n the granulite and a round the hyd r·n t ion 
front), so t hat we may regard the reaction as havJng taken place 
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FJgure 10. Estimated P-T conditi ons of granulite hydration: 
tr emolite =enstatite+ dlopslde +quartz+ 11 20 (Boyd. IB59: lleJgeson et at., 1978): trernoJlte + forstcr·lte = ensLatlt<' • 
dlopside +H2o (Jenkins, 1983): zolslte + kyanJte + quar·tz = 
anorthite+ H20 (Jenkins et al., 1983). Broad lines s how t he 
dehydration curves under rtot l = Pn£Ao condItions. P11b..o < ~'to LEI I I J nes also show wl th a gIven P 11~. I eti1pe ra ture range 'frs quo ted from Kunugiza et al. (1986). Two thick lines represent the t r aces 
o f the upper and the lower pressure lJ mi ts f n respons e Lo P11~0 . The condit i ons of the granuJ lte hydratjon are approximately 
estimated to be in the dotte d region. 
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(3) and (4). although no olivine was observed Jn Lhe amphibolJLe. 
F i gur·e 10 shows the reaction curves for d I f feren L values or P1v.:¥). 
The reJ evan L phase rela Lions and Lhermodynam i c proper· U es <u·e 
taken from Boyd (1959). Helgeson eL at. (1B78), .Jenkins (1983) 
and .Jenkins e t a 1 . ( 1983) . Assuming 600°C- 650°C for ep i doLe 
arnph I bo I l Le. Lhe value gl ven by Kunugi 7-a e L a I . (I 98G) as the 
formation temperature for the eclogiLe-epidoLe ampl1iboJ iLe 
assoclatlon of the lratsu mass. we obtaJn 12- 15 l<bar as Lh e rock 
pressure. and 1-3 kbar as the nomina I 11 20 pr·essure for Lhe 
zolsl te - Arnpll assemblage. The laLLer value hardly exceeds 5 l<bar·. 
even l f ampJe allowance is made for Lhe uncertainLy of 
calcuJaLions. as is seen in Fig. 10. The very low partial 
pressure of 11 2 0 we obtained may be realized if the flujd contains 
fluid species other than H2o. SLabllJty of diopsJde in Lhe 
presence of co2 -H 20 binary fluid Js governed by the following 
reaction: 
CaMgSl 0 + 2 6 2C02 = 
dlopslde carbon-d ioxide dolomite 
2Sio2 
quartz ( 5) . 
The ell ops J d e-bear lng assemblage a L 650°C Is con f J ned Lo r·ocks 
wlt.;h Xco,Q\ < 0.35 at 12 kbar following Lhe Lhermoclynamic 
properties of minerals from Holland and Powell (1985) and the 
fc~ fr·om PoweJ l and llolland (1985). This is consisLenL with Lhc 
genet·al low Pcq~ of fluid coexisting wl th Lhe Sanbagawa schists 
(ErnsL. 1972; 1Laya and Banno, 1980). 
We obtain maximum values for Xcofl\ of 0. 35 and x1~0 of o. 25. 
The result suggests that the granuli Le hydra L1 on did not Lake 
place under fluid-excess condition s, but did so under fluid-
deflclent conditions . This conclusion w11J be support ed by the 
ll6 
lnconsistency bctwc>en the mineral chemlstr1es obser·ved and 
estimated assuming lnfilt.;raLlon metasomatic equillbr·iurn. 
2. Model of transportation of excess fluid 
The simplest hypothesis for the hydration of the granulJte 
is based on a 1-dimenslonal model (Fig. ll). Granullte (Gr) is 
surrounded by epidote amphibolite (l~p-Amp) which is in turn 
surrounded by some external environment (Ext). The Grt - free and 
Grt-bearing epidote arnphlbolltes are jointly r epresented by Ep -
Arnp. We first Lry Lo explaJn this metasomatic column by 
lnfllLration meLasornaLlsm, which Is modeled as follows: 
(l) Amphibole (Arnpss> is equivalent to pyroxenes (l'x) + fltrld 
( Fld) . 
(2) Fluid is an 11 20-Cl mixture because of the low co2 pressure 
estimated. 
( 3) Amp hi bole p referen tlally 1 ncorpora tes 11 2 0 over· Cl , i . e. : 
K = (Xon/Xcl >Ampss/(Xoii/Xcl >FJd > l. (6). 
(4) Excess fluid i s present. 
(5) Local equilibrium is ach ieved everywhere. 
The phase r ela tions of t h e model system takillg Lhc 
assumptions of (1)-(4) into account are shown ln fig. 12, In 
which the triangle Px-Ampss-Fld shows the compositions or 
amphibole saturated with Cl. Compositional changes of amphibole 
and fl u id have been qualitatively calculated to obtain insight or 
what s h ould happen J n the natura I sys tern. As the model is e nHI<' 
a nd adequate inlUal values of fluid are not. aval1abl0, we 
arbJtrarlly c h ose t h e f o ll owi ng val u es: K of eq. (G) is 2, Xc l of' 
inJtial fluid Js 0.1 (J .c. Xc1 of amphibole cocxlstJng wiLh It Is 
0.053) and amphibole saturates ln Cl when Xcl o f amphibole 
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: 
Ext Ep-Amp Gr Ep-Amp Ext 
Figure 11. One - dimensional model ror granullLe hydraLion. 
Granulite ( Gr) is surrounded by ep 1 dote amph t bo I i Lc ( Ep - 1\mp) 
which In Lurn Is surrounded by cxLernal enviroruucnt. (l·:xL). Cl -




F t gu re 12. Schema L l c phase rela LJ on among py roxenc ( Px) . 
amp h ibole solid soluLlon (Amp 55 ). and 1120-Cl binar-y rluid. 
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reaches 0.3 (i.e. Xc1 of fluid coexisting with the saturated 
amphJbole is 0.462). We further assume that 11 20 and Cl mix 
I dca I ly. 
F lgures 1 ~3/\ and 13B show how the compos l t l ona I change I 11 the 
model infiltration column is calculated. We dlvjded the system 
into cells , and fluid moves step by step by transferrjng the 
fluJd from one cell to the other. The first fluid entering the 
first cell is consumed to hydrate pyroxene to amphlboJe witlt Xc 1 of 
0.1. At the next step the amphibole ln the first ce.ll reacts with 
the incoming fluid with Xcl of 0.1 and exchanges Cl witl1 it to 
give rise to the amphibole with Xc1 of 0.07 and fluid with Xc1 or 
0.13 wh lch is transferred to the seco11d ceJ l where j t 
precipitates forming amphibole wlth Xc1 of 0.13. The Xc 1 of 
amphibole ln the cell of pyroxene first lnfLLtrated by f'luid is 
high because all the fluid wl th high Xc1 is f lxed in ampl1 i bole . 
Further, the Xc1 of amphibole ln a given ceLl decreases as lhe 
result of exchange of Cl and (Oil) with the incoming fluid till lt 
becomes 0.053, the value to be in equilibrium with initial fluid 
with Xc1 of 0.1. When the step continues , the Xc1 of fluid 
lnflltratlng into the cell of th e hydration front inct·eases. 
Figure 13A shows the compositions of the fluld and amphibole at 
the sixth step of the infiltration process. 
With further advance of the infiltration, the amphibo l e 
becomes saturated in Cl. Then the fluid with Xc1 of 0.462, that 
coexists with both the amphibole saturated with Cl and pyroxene, 
enters the pyroxene cell and forms amphibole without changing 
neither the Xc1 of fluid nor that of amphibole. Eventually, the 



























Figure 13. Compositional changes jn amp hibol e (Amp) and fluid 
(Fld) calculated by an Jnfiltration metasomatic column model. 
Compositions of fluid and amphiboJe at the 6th step (A) and at 
the n-th step (B) of the infiltration process. Vertical lines 
represent zone boundaries. Broken line in (A) indicates the 
boundary between fluid-present and -absent cells. Fluid is in 
equilibrium with both epidote-amphibolite (Ep-Amp) and granulite 
(Gr) in the case of (B) . See text for detail. 
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pyroxene at all. Thus, at this stage, the front of infiltrating 
fluid overtakes that of the hydration. The front of hydration 
further advances because Xc1 of amphibole ahead o f the hydration 
front must decrease as the infiltration proceeds, or in other 
words, the formation of the fluid coexisting with amphibole 
saturated with Cl must be compensated by the formation of Ct-poor 
amphibole. 
FJgure 1313 shows the compositions of fJuid and amphibole at. 
the n-th step of calculation . The figure shows that it needs only 
5 cells for t he change of Xc1 of amphibole from approximately 
0. 06 to 0. 30 . 1\ l though the sj ze of cell is chosen arb i trar i I y In 
the calculation , it should be infinitesimal small to sjmulate the 
natural process. Thus the gradient of Xc1 of amphibole in fro11t 
of the saturation front is vertical. 
Our model of infiltration metasomatism of the Cl-bearing 
fluid can explain how the pyroxene-rich granulite changes t.o 
amphibole with high Xcl· Ito and Anderson (1983) demonstrated 
that in the alteration zone of submarine gabbros, the CJ-cont.e nt. 
of rocks gradually increases from 100 ppm to 500 ppm in samples 
taken from depths between about 2900 m to 3100 m, and rapidly 
declined at deeper levels. This compositional t r end correspond s 
to t.hat of our model and suggests t.hat. t.hc hydrothcnnal 
alteration ln the ocean floor might be an inflltration 
metasomatic process. 
Next , let us assume that some Cl-poor amphibole is dispersed 
in the granulite. In the amp hibole zone, t his amphibole has the 
same Xc 1 as the associated amphibole . In the zone where satu ra ted 
fluid and pyroxene coexist, the primary amphibole s hould exchange 
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n 
Cl with the fluid and be saturated in Cl. However, as described 
in preceding sections this is not the case. The amphibole in t.he 
granulite is virtually free from Cl, whereas ln the hydt·at.ed 
derivatives, it contains up to 1300 ppm of Cl. As the At 2o3 
content of relict amphibole, /\mpl, is higher than those of newly 
formed amphibole, /\mpll, the compositional effect shown in Fig. 7 
cannot explain the observed difference. The observation can be 
explained if the fluid did not reach Amp!, but the volume of 
granulite relic is negligible as compared with that of tile 
epidote amphibolite , making it difficult to envisage t.haL the 
saturated fluid did not soak the granulit.e. 
There f ore , we must conclude that the infiltration of Cl-
bearing fluid into the granulite cannot explain the Cl content oC 
/\mpl. Further, we must accept the material transfer w.it.il fluid 
pressure lower than solid pressure, a conclusion reacl1ed by 
estimating t he equilibrium calculations. 
3. Fluid migration under fluid - deficient conditions 
If we accept t hat the fluid pressure is lower than t. hai of 
the solid, we may model the system to be penetrated by 
capillaries surrounded with semi-permeable membrane t.ilrougil which 
H20 and Cl migrate (Thompson, 1955). The metasomaUc column and 
concentration gradient are similar to those for excess fluid, but. 
now the total fluid pressure is less than the confini ng pressure, 
and the material moves through the capillaries. The sum of 
partial pressure of H2o, co2 and Cl ls lower than lithost.atic 
pressure . The fluid species exis t beyond the hydrat.ion front, but 
their pressures are too low to hydrate the granulite. Provided 
that the diffusion rate, and not the reaction rate, controls the 
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hydration process, not only the pressure but also th e amount of 
flujd species to diffuse ahead of Lite hydration fronL is small. 
We may then transpose the capillary model into the 
in trac rysta lJ I ne dJ f fusion model, as .Judged from the rae t that 
the sharp hydration front is not overtaken by the grain boundary 
system. 
Consideration of the transport system does not present any 
compelling conclusion, but we consider the fluid - deficient modeJ 
to be more logical than the excess fluid model, even Lltouglt it 
may appear speculative. 
4. Some additional comments 
Soda metasomatism: Even though the concept of soda metasomatism 
has failed to explain the origin of glaucophane schists 
(Miyashiro and Banno, 1958), widespread occurrences of jadeite 
veins and nodules in mafic and ultramafic rocks suggest that Na 2o 
is mobile, at least locally, in the environment of high pressure 
regional metamorphism. We have shown that tnigratlon or Na 2o on a 
scale of 10 to 100 m took place, accompanied by the hydraLJ on o f 
t h e basic granulite. Even lf Na 2o migrated over a considerable 
distance in the Sanbagawa belt, it may not be detected usuallY, 
since Na2o is a major component of the schists, whose Na2o 
content varies greatly from one rock to another. We could detect 
the addition of Na 2o because the granulite was very low in Na2o 
and the banding of melanocratic and hyp ermelani c layers could be 
traced from the anhydrous granulite to fully hydrated garnet-
epidote amphibolite. 
Yokoyama and Mori (1975) demonstrated that the formation of 
pargasite in a spinel-bearing metagabbro from the Nikubuchi body 
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of the same Iratsu complex required transport of Na2o. This is 
essentially the same as the addition of Na2o reveal e d Jn tltls 
study. Supply of Na 2o in the for·mation of hornblende has also 
been described from a garnet websterite from the Basal Gneiss 
region of Norway (Banno and Mori, 1976). The migration of Na2o 
was not a local phenomenon, moreover it could be a fairly common 
phenomenon. 
Mg and Fe migration across the layering: The formation of garnet 
occurred due to the high J\1 20 3 content of the melanoceatic layee, 
and then a stable alternation of garnet-bearing and garnet - feee 
epidote amphibolites was formed. Originally, the !!!.!i- values in 
them had been the same, so that the amph iboles in the garneL-
bearing melanocratic layer had a higher XMg than those in the 
hypermelanic layer free from garnet, because Fe in the former 
layer was preferentially fixed in garnet. This led Lo a 
difference in chemical potentials of the amphibole end - members, 
and those of t he constituent oxides such as FeO, MgO eLc. , 
between two layers. Thus b ime tasoma Li sm Look place, a nd gave t· I se 
to t he same XMg of amphibole and different !!!£- values between Lite 
melanocratic and hypermelanlc layers . 
Source of fluld: The hydra t ing fluid was high in Na2o, CJ and 
foA· and low in F and S. Ito and Anderson (1983) and Nakamura 
(1986) attribuled t h e high Cl and low F amphiboles In ophiolitic 
rocks to their reaction with seawater, which migrated around 
oceanic ridges. However, fluid directly derived from seawater is 
no t e nvisaged in the hydration of the granuJiLe ln quesLion, as 
it took place in the epidote amphibolite facies t hat is at too 
high a pressure to be expected in the oceanic ridge region. The 
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fluid in the Sanbagawa metamorphism may ultimately have been of 
seawater origin, but it was significantly modified, as it 





Oy tracing the chemical c hanges accompanying the hydratlon 
of granulite to garnet-epidote amphibolite in the area or the 
epidote amphibolite facies of the Sanbagawa metamorpltlc belt, 
add I Lion of Na 2o and Cl was c I car· I y de Lee ted, but uo r·em<ll·lwb I<' 
change in the other components was confirmed. Slight mignttlon of 
Mg and Fe across the layerjng took place due to bimeLasomaLism 
between garnet-epidote amphlboJ1Le and epidote amphibol ILc. 
During the hydration, metastable epJdote amphibolite preceded 
garnet-epidote amphibolite, which was t he stable final product. 
The mechanism of hydratJ on has been discussed, based on Lite 
behavior of Cl in amphibole, and the difficulty of applying Lite 
concept of infiltration metasomatism to the hydration or Lite 
granulite in the Sanbagawa belt, is pointed out. 
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Part 3 




Stability of chlorite ln the presence of orthopyroxene under 
uppet·-mantle condlLlons has been Lhennodynamlcally examined in 
the model system Mg0-Al 2o3-SI02-H 20 (MASH). All minerals were 
assumed to be pure ln the MASH system. Calculation of the 
reaction curve took inLo account heaL capacity (Cp), thermal 
expansion (dV), and lsothcrma I comprcssibili ty ([1V). lf 1 t; Is 
assumed that .6dV = L!J~V = 0, Lhc stability of chlorlLe jn Lhe 
upper mantle is slightly pressure dependent; the upper stabJllty 
curve for chlorite is locaLed at 800°C , 650°C, and 500°C, aL 2.9 
GPa, 4.2 GPa, and 5.0 GPa, respectively. On the other hand, Lhe 
assumption that .CC\V I 0 and c.fi,V 1 0 yields a more temperature-
dependent curve for the clllorjte sLability; 800°C at 3.9 GPa, and 
700°C at 5.5 GPa. The present calculation indicates thaL chJoriLe 
crystallized in down-dragged hydrous peridotite at the base or a 
mantle wedge decomposes at pressures of 3.0-3.5 GPa. Tl1erefore, 
H2o released from chlorite may pJay a partial role in producing 
magmas beneath a volcanic front which lies abouL 110 km above a 
subducted slab . 
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Introduction 
Chlorite must crystallize during hydration processes in an 
ultramafic syst-em and may be one or Lhe main hydrous phases in 
bot-h the lower crust and the upper mant-le. Phase relations of 
chlorite have been examined in nat-ural metamorphosed ultramafic 
rocks formed at. low pressures or under lower-crust-al conditions 
(e.g. , Springer, 1974). However, very little is known about the 
stabilit-y of chlorite in the upper mantle, probably because 
chlorite is relat-ively uncommon in high-pressure ltydrous 
ultramafic rocks which commonly contain amphibole and/or 
phlogopite. The stability of chlorite, which carries a large 
amount of wat-er (ca. 13 wt%), should yield import-ant information 
pertinent to the understanding or Lhe dlstribuLioB and 
circulation of water In the upper mantle. 
In this paper, we examine the stability limit of chlorite ln 
the upper mantle in terms of thermodynamic calculat-ions and 
discuss the role of chlorite in magma genesis in subduction 




Staudigel and Schreyer (1977) conducted high-pressu re 
0 
experiment-s Oil Lhe slabilily J IIIIi L of 14/\-cllnochlol·c, whlch is 
Lhc thermally most. st-able mineral among Mg-rich chlorltes, in the 
water-pressure range 1.0-3.5 GPa in the system MgO- Al 2o3-Si02-Il 20 
(M/\Sil). Their results revealed that. clinochlore disintegrates 
t-hrough strongly temperature-dependent reactions to rorsterlte, 
euslatite, spinel and aqueous fluJd at pressures below 2.0 GPa, 
that is, wlthln the spinel-peridot- it-e field. ln the garnet 
peridotite field, it breaks down to spinel , pyrope, forsterite 
and aqueous fluld (Fig. 1). However, the reaction does not govern 
the stability limit of chlorit-e ln a natural gat·nct peridotite, 
because chlorit-e is stable only under P-T conditions below those 
of the univariant curve of the react-ion 
clinochlore enstatite 
( 1 ) 
pyrope forsterile fluid 
Delany and Helgeson (1978) calculated univarJanL c urves for 
a number of dehydration reactions taking place Jn the subducted 
oceanic crust in the system K20-Na20-Mg0-Fe0-AJ 2o3-SI02 -II2o up to 
10 GPa and presented the decomposiLioJl reaction of clinochlore. 
0 They argued that. anhydrous assemblages after dehydrat-ion of 14A-
clinoclllore at. pressures up to 10 CPa are cllnoensLaLiLc, 
forsterlte, spinel and u2o (Fig. J). However , the assemblage 
enstatite + spinel can only be stable in the spinel peridotite 
stability field. it is stressed, therefore, that. Lhe dehydration 

















Tempe ratu r e COG ) 
Flgurc 1. Previous work bearing on chlorite stability at high 
pressures. S- SJ ; 14A-clinochlore ~enstatite+ forsterite + 
splnel + n2o (Staudigel and Schreyer, 1977). S- S2; 14A-
cllnochlore ~ pyrope +"forsterlte + spine1 + H2o (Staudigel and Schreyer, 1977). D-Il; 14A-clinochlore --? cljnoenstatite + 
<J forstcrlte +spinel+ H2o (Delany and Helgeson, 1978) . J; 14A-
cllnochlore ---:> enstatite + forsterlte + spinel + 1120 (Jenkins, 1981) . 
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applicable to the considerallon of hydrous phase relations in the 
upper mantle at pressures grater than 2 GPa. 
Obata and Thompson (lD8l) made a fjrst attempt Lo constr·ucL 
a petrogenetic grid for hydrous mafic and ultramafic rocks 
combining the method of Schrelnemakers with available 
experimental data in the model sysLem Ca0-Mg0-Al 2o3 -Si02-112o 
(CMASII). They chose the following reactions from the grld 
obtained for the chlorlte-bearlng reactions. 
Chl + Grt = Fo + Spl + Opx + 1120 ( 2) 
Chl + Amp = Fo + Spl + Opx + H20 ( 3) 
Chl + An = Fo + Spl + Opx + Il20 (4) 
Chl + Cpx = Fo + Spl + Opx + 1120 ( 5) 
Garnet, amphibole. anorthite and clinopyroxen e on the left hand 
sides of reactions. and orLhopyroxene on the right har1d sides of 
all reactions are GaO-bearing phases. However. the maximum 
stability of chlorite under spinel peridotite condlllons 
expressed by 
clinochlore 
spinel forsterite enstatite fluid 
should be adopted in the grld instead of the reactions 2-5, 
because the effect of GaO-solubility in orthopyroxene on reaction 
6 is negligible in thls temperature range (ca. less than 900°C). 
Jenkins (1981) determined the location of the reaction 6 and 
discussed the stability of chlorite-lherzolite. As reaction 6 
shows. Jenkins's (1981, 1983) chlorite-lherzolite is stable only 





The aluminous phase in an upper-mantle peridotite changes 
from plagioclase through spinel to garnet wit.h increasing 
pressure. Determining the stability of chlorite must take the 
coexisting aluminous phase into account; reactions 1 and 6 define 
the stability of chlorite in a garnet peridotite system and a 
spinel peridotite system, respectively. 
The dehydration curve of reaction 6, which was 
experimentally determined by Staudigel and Schreyer (1977) and 
Jenkins (1981), is directly applicable to consideration of the 
0 
stability of 14A-clinochlore in spinel peridotites, because the 
dehydration products of clinochlore include the spinel peridotite 
minerals forsterite + enstatite + spinel. 
In order to clarify the stability of chlorite in a garnet 
peridotite system, we examine the equilibrium conditions for 
reaction 1 in terms of equilibrium constant and activities. 
-r ;·r 
.6G0 = Llfll - TLIS + J 298LlCpdT - T 298 (..dCp/T) dT 
+ P[.a.V + (LlCXV)(T-298) - (L1{3V)P/2] + 8RTln.£.1¢p + RTlnK 
K = 
( grt )2( ol )4 ~Mg3Al 2Si 3o12 ~Mg2Si04 
( chl ) ( opx ) 2 ~g10Al 2Al 2si 6o20 coH) 16 ~~g2si 2o6 
Symbols are listed in Table 1 ; ~1 is the activity of component i 
in phase j_ . As the behavior of H20 differs markedly from that 
predicted from the perfect gas laws , the fugacity of ll20C[u.2'p) 
tabulated by Burnham et al . (1969) up to 1.0 GPa pressures and 
Delany and Helgeson (1978) up to 10 GPa pressures are used for 
the present calculations. The thermodynamic data of minerals 
after Holland and Powell (1985) are also used (Table 2). 
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enthalpy of formation from Lhe elemenls at 1 bar 
and 298 K 
entropy al 1 bar and 298 K 
volume al 1 bar and 298 K 
heat capacily: Cp = a + bT + cT- 2 + dT- 112 , with T 
in K 
coefficient of thermal expansion 
coefficient of isothermal compressibilily 
Gibbs energy change for a reaction among pure-end 
member phases at the temperalure and pressure of 
interesl 
equilibrium constant for a balanced reaction 
Nole : Themodynamic properties arc in units of kllojoules, 
kelvins, and kllobars. 
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Table 2. Thermodynamic properties used in this study. 
Mine r·a I 
II 
S x10- 3 
v 
a 




(>V x1 o- 3 















































For the purpose of solving the equilibrium conditions for 
reaction 1, the following simplified treatment may be sufficient. 
All phases treated here are assumed to be pure, although 
orthopyroxene can contain tschermaklte components. Thus, the 
equilibrium constant K can be unity. 
Figures 2A and 2B show the calculated stability limit of 
chlorite in the presence of orthopyroxene in the MASII system . The 
results in Fig. 2A are based on the assumption of LJliV = £Jf3V = o, 
and those in Fig. 20 on &~V t 0 and ~~v j o. 
Because of the metastable extension of spinel peridotite 
assemblages into the garnet peridotite field, the univariant line 
of chlorite decomposition calculated by Delany and llelgeson 
(1978) is located at the highest P-T region (Fig. 1). Doth the 
experiments by Staudigel and Schreyer (1977) and by Jenkins 
(1981) obtained similar dehydration curves of chlorite in the 
spinel peridotite field (Fig . 1). Since the Al 2o3 content of 
chlorite is too high to decompose into garnet lherzolite 
minerals, the maximum stability of chlorite with more 
temperature-dependent reactions ( S- S2 in Fig . 1) is wider t han 
that of chlorite in peridotite in Figs. 2A and 28 . It is 
suggested that chlorite in peridotite assemblages decomposes 
through a reaction with a positive dP/dT slope within the spinel 
peridotite field (Fig. 1) and through a reaction with a negative 
dP/dT slope under conditions corresponding to the garnet-
peridotite field (Figs. 2A, 2B). 
Although chlorite has been recognized in only a few 
ultramafic rocks , it does crystallize under some upper mantle 








































Temp e r a ture(oC) 
1000 
F i gure 2 . Calculated stability limits of chlorite + 
orthopyroxene, based on the assumptions (A) adV = 4~V = 0 and ( B) 
4d.V I 0 and £J.f>V f o. 
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southwestern Japan, a chlorite corona around chromlan spinel was 
commonly observed even if the peridotite was almost free from 
s c r p c n ti n l z at J o 11 ( A r a 1 , 1 9 7 8 ) . Me d a,. 1 s ( 19 8 0 • 19 8 4 ) a 1 so 
dcsc r 1 bed the assemblage cltlo r 1 te + or· thopy roxenc i.n No rwegian 
peridotite. These lines of evidence indicate that. chlo rite is 
stable under higher P-T conditions than both serpentine and talc. 
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l mpllcatlon for magma genesis 
A knowledge of the stability of hydrous phases Ir1 peridotite 
systems is essent.lal to an undel'standing of magma genesis in the 
upper mantle, because II 2o released from hydrous phases 
drastically lowers t h e solidus tempera Lure of per idoU Le. In 
particular. the origin of subduction-zone magmas has been related 
Lo the decomposition of hydrous minerals in subducted oceanic 
lithosphere (e.g .. Fyfc and Mcbirney, 1975). Therefore, attention 
must. be paid to t.he contribution of c hlorjte to Lhe production of 
magmas in subdue t. ion zones. Ta tsumi (1986, 1989) emphasized that 
the downgoing slab is anhydrous beneath a volcanic arc and 
proposed a mechanism in which hydrous peridotites, formed at the 
base of the fore-arc mantle wedge by the addition of slab-de rived 
u2o. are dragged downward on t h e slab. The mechanism implies that. 
Lhe stability of hydrous phases in a peridotite system strongly 
controls t he position of magma generation in the mar1Lle wedge. 
Figure 3 shows the calculated stability limits of chlorite 
in the MASH system together with decomposition curves of 
amphibole (AMP; Millhollen et al. . 1974) and phlogopit.e (PilL; 
Sudo and Tatsuml , 1990) in a peridot.lt.e. Temperature 
distributions at the top (TMJ) and at 5km below Lhe Lop (TMJ5) of 
Lhe subducted slab (Toks~z et al .. 1971) a r e also shown in f-ig. 
3 . It should be noted that the decomposition of cl1lorlte Lakes 
place under P-T conditions close to the maximum sLabJllt.y of 
amphibole In the down-dragged hydrous peridotite; both chlorite 
and amphibole break down at pressures of 3-3.5 GPa under the 
geothermal gradient shown on Fig. 3. This pressure is equivalent. 


























Temper at u r e ( oc) 
Figure 3. Dehydration curves of phlogopite in a peridotite (PilL; 
Sudo and Tatsumi, 1990), amphibole in a peridotite (1\MP; 
Millhol1en et al. , 1974) and chlorite + orthopyroxene in the MASH 
system (CHL + OPX). Temperature distributions at the top (TMJ) 
and at 5 km below t he top (TMJ5) of the subducted slab (ToksBz et 
al ., 1971) are also indicated . 
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the slab immediately beneath a volcanic frottt in most subduction 
zones [112±19(1<J) km; Tatsumi, 1986]. Therefore , it is suggested 
Lhul gcnceulion or magmas benculh Lhc voJeunle f"t·onl is goVCl"llCd 
by the dehydration of both chlorite and amphjbole in the down-
dragged hydrous peridotite. Chlorite decomposes through less 
pressure-dependent reaction than amphibole in a peridotite system 
(Fig . 3), which may yield the variety in depth of the subducted 
slab beneath Lhe volcanic front. Phlogopite remains stable to 
deeper levels (Fig. 3) and its dehydration may be related to 
volcanism in volcanic arcs away from (behind) the volcanic front 
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